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PREFACE 
.'?he writer'• interest in this aubjeot •a• firet 
aroua•d by the death of his maternal gran4m.other two 
yeare ago tl"oia diabetic gane;rene of the. toes. The 
treatment applied at "het ti.met wea m.ore or lesas in-
•fteot1 ve in arresting the progresa of the lesion. 
The immediate family had been p~•viously warned that 
this tn>e of termination waa to be expected in pat-. 
iente sµft~r~ns any· length ot time from diabetes mell-
1tua • 
. CuS.o•i ty having been e ·U.mula teO. by thi • ex- ~ 
p~~~enae, rectQµre~ wae made to the 111ierature and 
1• wae tound that the ma.jor1t7 ~t pati•nts p&et the 
a144le ot lite who heT• baf. 41abetee over a·period 
of f1Vtl J'4MW•, whether controlled or·not, developed 
a oardiQTa•oular o.-pliQation cf t4e 41seaae, eap-
toially Jaarkecl in.the peripheral a.rterie•• Thia •e 
et a nature at an •rte:r1oaolerotio pr•cees whieh ob-
etruate4 the blood flow through the vesa•l•. 
!he queattona the:t were •'inlulate4 were "what 
oauses thie change", "'•hy do•• 1 t eo•ur", ani. "what 
oan be 4one &b9\lt 1t w deorea.ae the ino1dep.,. or 
improve th• cond1 tion•. Ii ••• further round· the:t 
11.iese questions were the subject ot reseeroh WQrk 
• I 
.. 
II 
ud. Qomment byvarioua investigators throughout the 
oountr7 and. p:rog:ress was being made in underatantling 
an4 •XJ~•11\1ng the underlying proaes,,.a. 
The oo.floluaion was :reaohe(l 1hct ihi.s would be 
a very 11rectioal an4 profitable probla to pursue 
tor d•tailed siudy. The literature has 'been soann"!' 
•d. tlal' the varioua l>reva1ling views as to the oause 
pt the :tornuatioa of the praa-ture •rteriosoleroeis 
.and the olin1oal. •nd labo;oatory data that ll\1.ppo:rt 
1heee viewe. The problem of' treatment haa also beon 
t.b.e eubjeot ot oone14er•ble :reading, 
It n<A other purpose has been aerved by the com• 
p1lat1on ot this woi"k, it hae greatly elar1f1e4 'he 
. o~nt>eption. of the author ae t~ ihe produe1~1en of '5rt-
e;rios<tlero•1• and developed a profoun4 senae ct rt1•-
pttct and appr•eiation tor the effQl"l• ot the .reaeerch 
•ork$rs o.nd cilinioe.l 1nvest160tora who are endeevor-
ing to turther oluoiclate this problem. 
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·DBPI.ff I 01f 
!he title of th• aubj•et in question, •irn-l":t....-
a:el.ro•l• eeaea rrom th• e~illat1en •: •• Greek 
worda •an.ing •ui'd aner1es•. Arterioacleroais 1• 
net UaiYeraally C enaidered to be a d18&ase 8Ui gell• 
• 
· •ria; ao• autb.ers weuld rather call it a B'Jllptom er 
a group or SJJlPtoma which, Jaenyer, are not specific 
enough to warrant their coll•ct1en int;.' a definite 
disease. Artericsclero•1• is a term leoael7 used 'bJ' 
.clinicans to con.note oaang•a in the •~•ri•• which 
are ~llaraoterized b7 hJPerplasia, f 1brea1s, and de-
gen-.ratien of ta•ir walls, and are distlnguisned la 
the l1Y1ng subject bJ' a Yariet,-·ot signs and symptoms, 
. clue to disturbances in ruactiea in ta• orpns or otll-
•r atru.ctu:res supplied by these arteries. 
At tlle 'ffginning of ta• twentieth o.•ntury, clin-
icane defined arteriescleroaia as a !aubiicut• and 
\ 
ehrenic dis•••• ot t•• arteries ohai-acteriz•d asat-
Omi.cal:ly b7 increased th1e1mesa et tn• 'iralla of th• 
bl.oe4 Teasels, tlaa bd tial lea ion being for th• m•at 
pan in th• middle (su.ao\llar) coat. leading net in• 
tr9que·ntl7 te eale1f1cat1ea et tat• coat and t•- tll•-
tormation. of_ minute aneuryams a~eng the •••••la•. ( ••> 
. Tli.1a definitien sl:lou.14 be •nlargecl ae aa to 1ulud• 
all diaturba.neee et the Y•aa•l •al.la aa the lesion 
l 
8 t fault, ainc• til•pr...,eaa manit•sts itself b'y d•pea-
1ta of the moat varied kinds wb.ica are irrevereibl• 
and at ta• olimax et th• process result in the de-
ter.mation Gf tae lumen and brittleness of. the vascul-
ar walle. (15) . Th• onset of th• process may be said 
to begin ,,as aeon as toxio influe~c• or physiologic 
strain have brought ab.out an alteration in the struct-' 
ur• or habitual.physiology of th• blood vessels. (8) 
In general it ~y be: stated frotn ta. current 
clinical standpoint the. term arterioacleresia aaa 
replaced ta• .leas commonly used arteroseleresis and 
end art•ritis. Wlten tae arteriosclerotic process 
is combined with an obliteration of the arterial 
lumen either by narrowing .or by thrombosis, it is 
qualified by adding th• adjective obliterans. When. 
evidence ef obstructed flow is present the oonditi.on 
saould be described as one of arteriosclerosia ob-
literana, whica is the modern designation. If dia-
betes m•llitus is present the proper deaignation is 
diabetic arterieaelereais obliterans. (10) 
In this 1;hesis only one type of arterioael•ro-
sis will be considered and that is. th• on• capl1-
cate4 by th• presence flt diabetes mellitus. 
Ta• complete relationship or diabetes to as-
sociated pathology was net knewn at tke beginning of 
tae twentieth century and diabetes mellitus was said 
I 
te be an abnormal condition of the econemy character-
ized by an .excessive seeretia of urine containing 
glue-.•, ~ u d.eraagement et tu glJCogenic func-
tion ot tae liver er to defective metabeliam et tlle 
normally produced glucose, or beta; a•s•1ated at 
times wita evident leaiena et ta. nervous s7stem, 
at times wltll morbid caangea in tu panereaa and at 
times with undiaco•erable l••l•na. (82) 
TA• present oplniea defines diabetes as an 
· ~naeritabl• cona1tut1on.al diaeaae caaraoterized b7 
glycesul."ia and h1P•rgl70emia whicla result from sub-
nermal insulin productien by the islets or. La.nger-
laaaa in tlte panc:reas; and, tlaerefore, an abnormal. 
limitation of the functional· capacity of tA•se endo-
. ori:n.e ergans and of th.• ab111 t7 ot tlle bod.7< to util-
ize glucose. Sufficient depressions of t:n.e· rate ot 
gluoue utilization lead to aecend.ar7 disorders of 
.the fat and. protein metab•li••· Th• diaeaa• la fur-
ther dist1ngU1ahed, especiall7 1a the middle and 
later decades et life, b7 disease of the arteries 
(arterieacleroa1s) and a variety of etller manifest-
ations not di:Nctl7 related to the charaote:r1at1c 
anom:al7 of ta• -glucose m.•tabolism. (90) 
3 
HISTORY 
Tlleu.ga printed records of lesion.a of arteri os-
cleros ls first appear in tlt.• works of ths ana tom1sts 
of the sixteenth oentur7, proof that the disease has 
existed from early times was disclosed by Saattocks 
{75) study of the mu.w ..m:y of Amenhotep II and that one 
of the most widely known of all the ancient royal 
EgJ'Ptians, Memeph:tah, the reputed Pharaoh of the 
Hebrew exodus, wao seems not to have died in the Red 
Sea as conventionally taught. Good microsoopical 
sections revealed typical advanced sclerosis with 
extensive deposition ot ealciwn phosphate. Other 
discoveries in tae·body indicated that Menephta11l. was 
an aged man at the time of his death; his aortic 
ckanges seems to have been the usual on- seen in 
senility. 
a.t,ffer•a {18) observations en mwmnies dating 
ti-•. the eighteenth dynasty (about 1575 )f. C. ) 
:·,7_ 
to the twenty- seventh dJ'llasty ( .~ .. 575 A~. b.) shond 
taat the art•rial damage encotintered differed in no 
way from the degenerative arteriosclerosis of teda7. 
This has significance, sin~• any agency brought for-
ward as a cause ef arteriosclerosis must meet the 
test et possible availability during a period of at 
leaet tllirt7-fiT• centuries. (39) 
" Tlle medicine of ancient Eg,-pt recorded in the 
4 
•TAe~apeutic Pap7rus of Thebes", one of tllle earliest 
records of tA• hlstol'J' ot medicine written in 1552 
B. c., th• knowledge, beliefs, and practices or taat 
age. A superficial launrled.ge •f anatem7 waa possessed 
as ls evidenced by ta• skillful practice er nnumn1f1-
cat1oa. Kn.nledge of tll• arteries ot tllle bd.7 oaa 
be assumed rt-em tla.18. passages •Ta.ere ls in ta• aeart 
a· yesael leading to eY•I'J' member ef the bod.7. It tile 
·pllJ'SlOan places ala finger OR tu lte&dj neck, Al"Bl8 1 
hands, feet or bed7, everywhere he will find the 
heart, for the lleart leads to aver,- •mber, and •~s 
in tla.e Yess•ls Of eyery member•. 
Dllring the . tlllrd and t eu.rtla. centur)11 B. C. tJae 
center or culture was at .Alexandria. Tae •d1c1n• et 
tlla t ti• was based upon tlult d•veleped by ta• an• 
cient Greeb. Because Heropllilua was tu first 1n-
d1T1dual wko regularl7 dissected ta• bed.7 et man and 
studied 1 t a7atematicall7, ll• ls knewn aa tll• •pa:Qer 
et .Anat•7.• H•roplllilua carried forward ta• work ot 
ltia teaek•r Praxagoraa in d1stingu1alll1ng between art-
•ri• a)ld ftina. He waa ta• earl1•st-apyla.gmolog1•tJ 
·ta• first te atud7 ta• rla'ftllUliical t1dea preduced 1• 
tlle arteries bJ' tlle beating heart. a. mastered the 
pulse beat in health and illneas comparing ita Tar-
iatiaa to ta• Dl&1eal aoale. Eraa1atratua, a cea-
temperary and o olleague ef Herc>Philua a.t Alexandria 
duplicated and surpassed the ferme~ worlc en tlle heart 
and vascular system. B11 knew ta• ve1.u and arteries 
communicated tnreugk invisible orifices (aynanastemoaes) 
which. are now call•d capillaries and tut the pulse 
progresses as a regular oceurying wav• down th• art-
eries. 
'l'he tercJa or knowledge was passed frem one cen-
ter of oultur• to 1 ts sucessor. Aretaeus, one of tlle 
Greek ph7sicans in the time of height of Roman med-
icine described diseases in a -Yivid manner. B. is 
tlH autaor of th• first systematic account of· diabetes. 
He cerrectly called 1 t a species of dropa7, and des-
cribes the pat1•nt 1s fiery tairst, ais imperative 
desire tc pass water, l!lis dry mouth and parched skin. 
•rt is a ••nderful malady• ae says, •a melting dewn. 
of ·r1esa into urine". (63) 
Ia tae second century ta.ere appeared in Rom ta• 
best educated and most gifted ph7sicans of tlle second 
century and or the eenturys to come, Galen. Teday, 
whee-Yer speaks er anatomJ pays trlbut• to Gal•n; 
many nall'.Mts of muscles suggested by k1m are still re-
ta1n•d at tll• present time. TA• :mode;rna laave made 
little caanges in ais osteology. The science of 
bl•od vessels wae Re weakest point in. tll• Galenio 
structure of anatom7, but even k•r• :a. built better 
than his centempor~ries for in opposition to the 
prevailing views of the age, me proved that the art-
eries convey, not alr, but bleed. He was the first 
., 
to describe, with some correctness, the aorta, tne jug-
ular vein, and the three coats of the arteries. (11) 
Galen recognized that the pulse was hard in some in-
dividuals and soft in others. 
A superstitious reverence for the dead confined 
both tla.e Greeks and the Arabians to the d1ssect1en of 
. Apes.and ~uadrupeds; since the media1ne of Rome was 
borrowed from t:ne Greeks, the mere solid and visi bl• 
parts were known in the time of Galen, and tke finer 
scrutiny of th• human form was reserved for the mic-
roscope and the injections of the modern artists. 
Galen! teachi~e; consisted of facts mixed witlll 
hypotheses and conjectures. Everything was catalogued 
and explained. TA.ere did not seem to be any problem 
for med1oi11e left to solve. The influence of this 
doctrine was to cause a darkness of medical knowledge 
te fall over Europe which was not lifted until after 
the Renaissance. 
The first great anatomist who detilroned 'Galen. was::; 
A.ndreas Vesalius. The advancements which were mad• 
were due to the fact that he himself made the dissect~ 
ions • Enthusiasm was aroused among his contempories; 
a textbeok was written, and man as nature formed aim 
was given to the medical profession and a more accu-
rat• and C&111plete knowledge of all the systems of 
the human body was evolved. 
A quiet un.assuming young English physican, Will-
iam HarTey began the study of physiology 9f circula-
tion. His little quarto, "Anatomical Exercise on the 
Motion of the Heart and Blood in Animals" was pub-
lished in 1628. From experimentation in vivisection 
a new thought fermented in his mind, "I began to 
think whether there might not be a motion, as it 
were, in a circle." Harvey was able to demonstrate 
this discovery and in the face,«>f much diadetic 
opposition maintained his position and changed tb.e 
outlook of medicine in general and especially added 
muck impetus toward the advancement of the knowledge 
of the cardiovascular system in particular. (63) 
His references to arteriosclerosis were brief and at 
this early period no one seems to have thought the . 
' 
subject worthy of exhaustive investigation. Harvey 
did menticn the difficulty of transmission of •tne 
pulsific faculty" 'iR arteries thickened and hardened 
with calcareous material. (15) 
8 
Modern methods of study fellow in passive fashion 
the histery of the development of the microscope. Lee-
wenheek# a seventeenth century scientist, contributed 
muck to knowledge of biological sciences by his man-
ufac,ture and use of crude mic3"oscopes. During this 
time tae viewpoint concerning the dissectien of w~n 
-
had changed. Anatomy had become a fundamental science. 
Thebesius described the arteries and venules. (89) 
During the period of modernization of medicine 
tae clinician who added most to the advancement of 
cardiovascular knowledge was Laennec. In 1816 a 
young woman consulted Laennec about lleart trouble. 
It was impossible for him te listen to the heart dir-
ectly so he rolled a cylinder of paper and applied 
it to kis ear and the larger end to the patient's 
heart. This was the first stethoscope. This one 
advancement stimulated interest in the pathology of 
the heart and its vessels. (63) 
It was not until late in the eighteenth century 
tD.st Giovanni Morgagni indicated that the aorta was 
frequently involved in a degenerative process. Prem 
tla.is t im• on the advancement of knowledge was ·notable 
for the appearance of a nwnber of important treatises 
en the pb.ysielogy and patl'lolegy of th.e vascular sys-
tem. In a lengthy treatise by Morgagni, oa •The Seats 
and Causes ~f Disease•, the lesions of arteriosclero-
sis were accorded a consideration more extensive than 
in any preceding publication. Minute descriptions 
ef the lesions abound througAout the whele classic 
work. These descriptions are ,, ~aluable chiefly tor 
their lengta, minute detail, clinical correlation, 
nd exposition of associated. pathological lesions, 
sucll as am.eu17ams , enlargement of the 1leSI' t, and 
pa!Jl ia t•• chest. (15) 
Tlle term 11arteriosclere>sis 11 was used ·by Lebst•i• 
in 1883.· Seme names ef tkose individuals wke la.aye 
\ 
made important contributions te·tk• study of this dis-
•ase are Makomed, von Basch, Huchard, Taoma, Marcka~d, 
Jores, and otkers. (20) 
The first accurate lrlstolegical description ot 
arteri~sclerosis of "tla.e arterial system was made by 
the foremost pathologist of tke last century, Vircllow. 
His conception of the formation of the athermomatau.s 
processes, (imb1b1tion theory) A.as withstood the 
melting proccesses of additional research and ad-
Yanced stud7 and at tae present time with a few add-
itions and mod.if1cat1o.ns ··is still tlle most acceptable 
conception of formation early arterial disease. It 
now is tae basis for future study la that line •. ( 5) 
With Vircaow's studies of arteriosclerosis, 'Which 
included recognition of the association of fatty 
substances w lta";.tae lesions, clinicans began t0 con-
sider seriously for tlle first time the cli~!cal im• 
plicatiens of the disease'.· (37) 
To shew how recent the development of tlle know- · 
ledge of factors of diabetic pathology 1~luencin·g 
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vascular disease is, Warf led, in a compreheuive book 
.on etielog7 of artericsclerosi~:published in 1908, 
tailed to mention diabetes having any etiological 
relationship to arteriosclerosis. (84) 
Muck has been learned of the development and un.-
teward effects ef arteriosclerosis and of its part in 
tne decay of tke human body. Yet te tkis day the et-
iology of arterial thickening is obscure. Tme asso-
eiatien with certain anomalies of metabolism, suck as 
gout, obesity and diabetes, has been stressed and ln 
aueh cas'es uncertainty has always existed as to what 
was cause and what was effect. The etiological role 
of diabetes has been in question b•i•g considered 
both as a cause in the young and a result in the 
old indi v:1dua 1. ,( 15) 
11 
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ITIOLOGY 
The etiological factors present in the product-
ion of diabetic arteriosclerosis obliterans are exten-
sive in number and varied in their influence upon the 
blood vessels. Suoh predisposing causes as obesity 
and hypertension are present in the produc~ion of gen-
eralize( arteriosclerosis as well as being important 
in the consideration of diabetic arteriosclerosis. The-
evaluation of t_heir causal role here is extr-emely diff-
ioul t. Faulty food metabolism., e•peoially that of the 
lipoids has an important etiological effect in t_he pro-
duction o:r arteriosclerosis. Theae arterial _changes 
ar.e premature, occurring earlier than in norm.al tatients 
as will be shown in the consideration of incidence and , 
4u~ation of th~ disease. 
Oeler stated that arteriosclerosis is a eommon comp~ 
lication of diabetes. He has also suggested that it 
has some etiological significanoe in the produetion of· 
the 41seaee as the pancreatic artery may be greatly 
narrowed by arterioselerosia. Woodyatt has regarded 
arterioselerosis to be a causative factor in the pro-
duction of diabetes by the formation of organic lesions 
(atrophy of the pancreas, central nervous system lesions, 
etc.). - He further points out that the arterial disease 
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of diabetics is often most marked in the mildest cases 
and absent or insignificant in the most severe forms 
seen in younger subjects, and can scarcely be viewed 
as a causative factor in the majority of cases so it 
appears to be an effect rather than a cause~ (90) 
Jrom the clinical standpoint, it is conven-
ient to recognize that arteriosclerosis is commonly 
ajsooiated with: (1) intoxication and infections, 
(2) old age, and (3) hypertension; but because of the 
very slow development Qf arterial changes, it is ex-
tremely difficult to prove conclusively a definite 
cause411'and-effect relationship between infec.tions, intox-
ication, senility, or hypertension, on the one hand, and 
. 
aQlerotie changes in the' arteries on the other. The 
associ~tion of arteriosclerosis with gout, diabetes, or 
Bright's disease lends suspicion to the belief that there ~ 
is a well defined relationship between the metabolic dis-
turbance and the di sere ses of the arteries. The influence 
of the metabolic factors concerned, carbohydrate, protein, 
and fat, are extremely multiple and vague. (20) · 
It seems probable that certain e.iroumatanees pre-· 
dispose the arteries to damage. The onset of both dia-
betes and arteriosclerosis shows marked individual vari-
ability. Osler has early observed "the onset of what 
. , 
may be called physiologieal arteriosclerosis depends, 
in the first place, upon the quality of arterial tissue 
(vital rubeer) which the individual has inherited, and 
secondly upon the amount of wear and tear to which he 
has subjected it". (56) '?his may influence both the 
incidence and the severity of the arterial di~ease. 
Goodridge feels that in many instances, there seems 
to be a definite inherited factor. (20) 
Incidence and Duration 
Arteriosclerosis is becoming an increasingly im.;. 
portant problem in the management of diabetic patients. 
In the last decade among Joslin' s patten ts arterio-
sclerosis has risen three-fold in importance and coma· 
bas dropped to less than one-third of its former incid-
' 
ence as the cause· of death of the diabetic. The reason 
for this is that the use of insulin has prolonged the 
life of the diabetic and increased the duration of the 
4isease so that the patients live to develop arterio-
sclerosis. The average age of death in diabetes in the 
ttaunyn period waa 44.8 years, the average age of death 
in diabetes since Banting's Epoch is 54.2 years. Fifty 
years is the age in which diabetes develops most tre-
quently in women, fifty-one years in men. The average 
duration of diabetes be tore insulin period was 4. 7 years ·' 
JS' 
and this was not long enough to determine if arterio- · 
sclerosis would develop. Recent figures give the pre-
sent average duration o~ the disease to be 8.9 years~ (31) 
It was known at the beginning of the twentieth 
oentury that arteriosclerosis sooner or later presents 
itself in.almost every case of diabetes mellitus. Tyson 
suggested then that in some instances at least it was 
the direct result of the irritating qualities of the 
blood since it was so often found in young subjects as 
well as in older persons in whom, of course, it may 
have been due to other causes, operating in the old. {82) 
Studies of young diabetic children reveal freq-
uent occurranee of arteriosclerosis of the low pressure 
type. The blood pressures were normal or below normal 
but the diagnosis was made by finding increased resist-
ance of the radial and brachial arteries to pal~ation 
' and the presence of tortuosity of the peripheral vessels. 
(2) A group of fifty young diabetic patients, of an 
average age of 23.4 years and duration of the disease 
of 6.9 years, was studied by Shepardson to determine the 
incidence of arteriosclerosis as evidenced by the roent-
gen ray and 36 per cent gave roentgenologic evidence J>f. _ 
vascular disease. {76) 
After the third dedade of life arteriosclerosis is 
J.S 
increasingly frequent in die.beties and is found with 
great uniformity in middle aged and elderly sub-
jeots. (90)(57) The following table modified from 
Rabinow1toh (62) gives the incidences of cardiovascular 
disease among 500 diabetics according to age: 
Age period 
0-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41·50 
51-60 
51-'70 
71-80 
81+ 
Total 
Total number 
diabetics 
4 
14 
34 
67 
124 
158 
80 
18 
_L 
500 
Number cardio-
vascular cases 
0 
4 
5 
33 
91 
106 
5g 
14 
1 
-
313 
Per cent 
o.o 
28.6 
14.'7 
54.'7 
67.l 
73.7 
77.8 
100.0 
62.6 
The effect of increasing duration of disbetes 
upon the arteriosclerosis is more apparent now than 
a few years ago. As a general rule, regardless of 
the youth of the patient, a diabetes of five years or 
more duration will produce arteriosclerosis or some 
degree. The longer the duration of the diabetes, the 
more ex)ensive will be the arteriosclerpsis and the 
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higher will be the percentage of death due to some 
form of arteriosclerosis. (69) Joslin finds that if 
the duration of the diabetes is less than five years, 
arteriosclerosis leads to 30 per cent of the deaths, if 
five to nine years, to 44 per cent, if ten to fourteen 
years to 63 per cent, if fifteen to nineteen years to 
60 per cent and if thirty years or over to 68 per 
cent. (30) 
Hypertension 
The consensus of opinion of various authors, --
John (29), Joslin (31), Root and Sharkey (65), Schwartz 
(74), is that the blood pressure is higher in diabetics 
than in normal individuals of the same age, and hyper-
tension occurs more frequently in diabetics. This 
relationship has been known for some time. Purdy in 
igo4 called attention to increased arterial tension as 
being a frequent symptom of diabetes mellitus. It was 
explained then that this might be reasonably expected 
as the glucose is an irritant which may readily excite 
vasomotor tension, which in turn is a natural fore-
runner tr. endarteritis and arteriosclerosis. (82) More 
recent s~udies by ~ohn of series of cases of diabetes 
showed the blood pressuee was the same as in normals 
:t>e-l-ew and including the fourth decade; above this age 
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the incidence of high blood pressure was greater in dia-
., 
betics. (29) Diabetes preceede$ hypertension in the 
majority of cases. In a recent review of cases under 
obeervation by Root and Sharkey for l8 years the blood 
pressure rose from normal to a level above 150 mm. of 
mercury in 16 per cent ef the oases, and in 50 per cent 
rose over lOmm. of mercury. Among a series of diabetics 
followed to death hypertension oecurre4 in 54 per cent. 
(65) A comparative study of 243 diabetic cases and 938 
non diabetic eases were made by Sohwartz. Blood pre-
· ssures ranging from 171-260 mm. of ~ercury occurred in 
13.2 per cent of diabetics as compared with 4.9 per 
oent qt nen:idiabetics. The greatest percentage of 
hypertensive eases was found in diabetics between the 
ages of fifty and sixty. In the whole life span sys-
tolic pres~ures above the 150 I!llll. mark were recorded 
in 30.4 per cent of the diabetic series ~n4 only 15.6 
per cent of the non diabetics. (74) Recent reports of 
Steigli tz indicate that diabe•es . of. 1 tself does not pro-
mote hypertension but it is attributable to the coin ... 
oidental etiological factors suoh as age and obesity~ (80) 
There is a certain liability of obese individuals to 
develop hypertension findings but ma~y do not. Hart-
~ and Ghrist analyzed the blood pressures or 2,000 
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consecutive patients, equal numbers of males and females. 
They found the blood pressures pf the over weight group 
to be about 1·2 per cent higher than those in the under-
weight group. (24) 
Obesity· 
It has been consistently apparent that thera is 
a predominance of obesity in diabetics. The etiolog~ 
ical significance of this ~act in the production of 
arteriosclerosis is not readily evident. Studies show 
91 per oent of diabetic patients are over weight ant 
'82.9 per cent more than 10 per cent overweight when 
their diabetes begins. The amount of obesity increases 
up to the fifth decade. (47) Joslin finds that 70-80 
per cent of persons with diabetes are or have been obese. 
Arteriosclerosis, obesity, gall stories are undoubtedly 
more common in diabetics than in non 4iabetics. It is 
much more likely that all of these are the results of 
the metabolie disturbance, particularly the disturbanc,e in 
fat metabolism than that they are in any sense a cause 
of the disease. (10) 
It appears without much question, relying upon 
clinical investigation of Beak (7) and others that the 
-
hypertension associated with obesity in diabetic pat-
ien-lt is r'lue to the obesity per se and is not an etio-
logical tactor in production of diabetes by causing an 
1.0 
arteriolar sclerosis of the pancreatic vessels. In 
early cases it has been shown that there is a develop-
ment of diabetes lonr before any arterial disease is 
noted so it can be inferred that diabetes hastens the 
development of arterial disease. (7) It is undoubtedly 
the interrelation of both the obesity and hypertensive 
factors that prqduce increased physiologic strain on 
the vascular system. 
Hypercholesterolemia 
The coincident nresence of diabetes mellitus and 
arterial disease has been observed to be more marked 
among obese patients. The influence of hj"perglycemia on 
obese patients is such as to hasten pathologieal changes 
in the art•ries largely through the inadequacy of com-
plete rat catabolism. Westphal has reported the.~ in 
71 per cent of patients with high blood pressure, ~ 
hyperoholesterolemia occurs and that in primary hypo-
tension there is frequently an associate( decrease in 
bldod cholesterol. The responsibility of this change 
in blood lipoid content has been laid to the liver and 
a fall in blood pressure with diuresis is reported to 
follow.administration of cholic acid. ·Other investig-
ators find no such parallelism. Glaser has demonstrated 
in eight subjects that excitation of the sppathetic 
system by 1njeetiona of epinephrine is followed by 
excess of cholesterol in the blood." The hypoeholeater ... 
olemia may therefore by as much the result of Yegetative 
nervous system stimulation associated with hypertonia-
of the art•rioles as the cause thereof. Whether or not 
changes in blood cholesterol content are of •ti~logie 
aignificanee in the production of "hypertension preced-
ing arteriosclerosis is very uncertain. (80) 
Raoe 
Not much study has been mate upon the influence of 
race and physical characteristics, except obesity, in 
the incidence of the appearance of arteriosclerosis. 
The influence or raee appear~ to heve a def'ini te ef.teet 
upon the arterioselerosic mertai1ty in diabetes. Thus 
it is decidedly more prone to be a factor in Jews. Of 
Jewish deaths 54.2 per cent were due to arteriosclerosis, 
in eontrast to 43 per cent for non Jews. The percent-
age of arterioselerotic deaths in Jewish women was 
58.9 per cent as contrasted with 42.8 per cent for 
non Jewish women. US2) This parallels tlw increased· 
inoidenoe of diabetes in Jews in which 1;1_per cent 
manifest the disease whereas only o.s per cent of non 
Jews ultimately show signs and symptoms or diabetes 
meliitus. 
.• 
Localization of Lesions 
The localization of arteriosclerosis has been 
studied for all fatal cases. The heart was the most 
frequent site, 19.1 per cent of the total mortality, 
next the legs 13.2 per cent as evidenced by gangrene, 
tar less the brain, 7.2 per cent, and least of all the 
ki4neys 4-7 per cent. Sex made no essential difference 
in the 4istribution of the arteriosclerosis. Ir one 
compares the loealization of the arteriosclerosis for 
the different epochs, .Naunyn, the Allen, and· the Bant-
ing, it will be found that the percentage of d~aths due 
to arteriosclerosis in the brain remains constant while 
that of the heart and peripheral arteries increases at 
the expense of the kidneys. (32) 
Allen and Crisler studied the effeet of the intra-
arterial injection of papaverine hydrochloride, aeetyl-
betamethylcholine chloride and histamine phosphate on 
the peripheral cutaneous temperature. The temperature 
of the fingers in all instances rose to a much hi~her 
level than did that of the toes. This occurred regard ... · 
less of the location of the injection, whether given in 
bo\h femoral or in the braehial artery or whether given 
intramuscularly ot intravenously, when papaverine was 
gi:re_n. The lower extremities seem to be relatively 
\ 
r•t:ractory to such vasodilating drugs. They believe 
that the refractoriness of vasodilatation of the lower 
extremities is intimately associated in some, as yet 
unexplained way with the much higher incidenee of 
chronic occlusive arterial diseases. in the lower e:x-
tremi ties as contrasted to their incidence in the upper 
extremities. (3) 
Hyperglycemia 
Schwartz advances the opinion that hyperglycemia 
per se is not particularly harmful in the diabetic in 
the production of arterial damage. Hyperglycemia vary-
ing from 160-500 mg. per 100 cc. of blood is no index 
to the degree of arteriosclerosis found. It merely 
indicates the presence of disturbance of faulty carbo-
hydrate metabolism. (74) 
\. 
DIAGNOSIS 
The detection Of the presence of arteriosclerosi:J 
and arterial damage is comparatively easy in advanced 
stages of the process but presents difficulties when 
it is desired to make an early diagnosis. All meth-
ods of diagnosis may be used to determine the pre-
. sence of a.rteri osclerosis; palpa. tion., percussion; 
ascultation, and observation, are very valuable 
here; Various laboratory methods have been suggested 
for studying the conditionsc•ot the arteries and the 
capillaries. In patients who do not present suffi-
cent symptoms and signs to recognize a pathologia.l 
change, the labor~tory may help greatly in confirm-
ing or detecting evidences of impaired circulation. 
·Among these tests may be mentioned: ( 1) calorimet-
ric studies, including skin temperature readings 
and 'heat loss in the extremities; (2) the oscillo-
meter; (3) skin reactions ·to hists.min; (4) roentgen 
ray; (5) 1ntradermal wheal test; (6) intralrteral 
1njec.t1on ot opaque solutions rollow•4 lmmedlat•lJ' 
by :roentgenography; (YT) eapillar:r mlcroao,opy. (~6) 
Hltatory 
The :tirat •thod or appooach to a d1agnOIJ1a ma1 
readily be b7 means or the hlatoey. A careful hla-t-
-
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ory, special eapbas~• be~ placed on the presence d 
complaints of claud1cat1on, cramps in the calves or 
the legs, coldness in the fe•t, numbness or pain in 
the extremities, will lead to the auapic ion' of impair-
,, . 
ment of circulation. A history ot trophic ulcers 
or f ooal gangrene may alao be significant in making 
the diagnosis. (36) 
Criteria for Diagnosis 
Definite criteria or standards should be main-
tained bT which an accurate diagnosis or arterios-
clerosis can be made 1n diabetes. These points have 
been suggested by Joslin to be or value in the recog-
nition of the ,process: 
(A) by phyatcal examination or vessels, tour grades: 
( l) '!'he artltrtes are palpable; ( 2) the arteries roll 
_._ J , .:~ ·, ' ~-
nnd.eP the emini~ finger; (3), the arteries are 
tortoue; (•) the arteries are beaded or pipe stemned. 
(B} Evidence from autopsiess (l) (a) calc1ticat1on 
with or without bone formation, either medial or 
intimal. (b) fibrous thickening of intimas hya-
11ne degenerat1:0n of 1nt1ma--1ntima approximatel1 
-twwe.::.~ or more thicker than normal; (2) arterio-
sclerosis or atberomatous type, 1r they presented 
in addition to the ratty change Ca) either pro-
liferative or atrophic changes or a local char-
aoter in the elastic laminae, or (b) cellular 
necrosis. 
(C) Evidence from fatal cases: The term arterio-
sclerosis has been taken to include all· deaths 
., 
under the headings (1) arteriosclerosis an4 gan-
grene and ( 2) all deaths from gangrene. ( 31·) 
By using a combination of all methods of dia-
anos1a; clinical examination, opthalmoscopic exam-
ination of the fund!, XwRay of the feet, and X-Ray 
of the heart, the inoidence of diagnosis approaches 
very nearly that revealed by careful autopsy exam-
ination. But the methOd.s used alngl7 or in com-
bination of two do not give nearly as high an in-
cidence of diagnosis. There are tour suggestive 
signs of arteriosclerosis, namely, (a} thickened 
radi~l vessels, (b) hypertension' {c) enlargement ot 
the heart, and (d) accentuation of the aortic aeeOQd 
sound. These, when found together, form a picture 
which is pathognomic. Singly, however, they have 
their limitations. All of these findings at times 
are misleading and difficult to elicit and are not to 
- . 
be relied upon to a great extent. (61) 
Observation 
Caretul painstaking examination of th• extrem-
ittea ls exceedingly important, and in a vast major-
ity or cases this method alone may permit diagnosis 
~ a definite impaired circulation. In preparation 
for examination the patient should be in bed with no 
obstructing clothing and with both limbs bared to 
mid-thigh. On general observation there may be not-
iced a pale. waxy appearance of the skin, loss of sub-
cutaneous fat, and atrophy of the muscles of the 
foot and calf of the leg. These findings indicate 
faulty 1nsutf1cient blood supply to the extremities. 
(49) 
When the circulation or the extremity is ~mpair­
ed it ls not strange that the nutrition of the foot 
and toes bee omes so defic lent that artophy of the 
tissues may result. In examining diabetics• feet, 
the observer should note whether or not the skin is 
of normal thickness and elasticity, and also whether 
the subcutaneou~ tissue is normal. Thia can be done 
by picking up th• skin on the dorsum or tne foot 
between the thumb and forefinger. The thinness and 
glossiness or the skin and· the difficulty encount-
ered in trying to pick it up between the fingers 
will be noted. The subcutaneous tissue may be ab-
sent and the skin so atrophic as to-be parcb.ment-
llke and stretched tightly over the· tendons. The 
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toes are·tbin, stiff and the skin over· them is apt 
to show more atroph.,. than is found on the dorsum or 
the foot. The bones too share this a trophy. The 
toenails are worthy of close observation for when 
atrophy or skin .and subcutaneous tissue is present, 
they are small and greatly thickened. They are 
usually brownish in color and lack any transparency. 
When the a trophic findings are marked the in-
ference can be drawn that the circulation is im-
paired by occlusion ot the large vessels and there 
are few anastomotic vessels. (55) 
Color Changes 
Color changes are usually present if the cir-
culation is deficient. The foot or g0od color, 
particularly if most or the color is maintained 
whether the root is elevated or dependant, is a foot 
with good circulation, even though it is impossible 
to palpate any pulsation in the dorsalis pedis art-
ery. It the foot when elevat~d assumes a death-
like pallor rapidly and then when returned to the 
horizontal position regains its usual color very 
slowly, the circulatory disturbance is probably 
extensive. When the root is placed in the depend-
ent position the more normal the color the better 
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the circulat-ion. The color change may be localized 
or extensive involving merely the tips of the toes 
or extending midway up the thigh depending on (a) 
the level at which the larger vessels are occluded, 
(b) the degree o! their occlusion and, (cf the amo~ 
of eollater·al circulation developed. (49) 
Pickering has suggested a simple test depending 
on color changes in the foot. A sphygmomanometer is 
placed on the thigh. The leg is elevated to the up-
right position and blood allowed to drain out tor a 
period of four or fl ve minutes. The cuff of the 
' 
sphygmomanometer is then inflated to above systolic 
blood pressure and the leg lowered to the horizontal 
position. The circulation is cut off tor a period 
of a few minutes. When the pressure in the sphyg-
momanometer curt is suddenly released, one notes the 
rapidity of the hyperemic blush that travels down 
the leg. In obstructive vascular disease it is ver7 
slow and patchy in distribution. (58) 
Local Lea1ons 
The presence of any local lesions should be 
determined. There are some lesions which are prog-
nostic signs ot impending gangrene. These early signs 
include rose spots, scars, pigmented areas, bleba, 
ulcerations. and small are~s of focal gangrene. The 
rose spots are small pink or erythematous areas 
usually seen on the legs and sometimes on the feet. 
They are presumably due to some pathologic changes 
in the minute vessels and seem to 1ndicati* , .... ent 
activity. They may last for weeks. Ultimately they 
change to pigmented areas and in time are replaced 
by small scars. Soars are frequently seen on the 
legs in these cases o!' impaired circulation. Bullae 
may be found on the toes or on the feet. They vary 
in size from 1-3 cm. and usually develop over night 
and as a rule painless and have a tendency to become 
purple and be followed by local gangrene. These 
blebs are most likely due to a recent and more or 
less rapid occlusion or the smaller vessels. -(36) 
It gangrene ia present., if is important to note 
whether it is definitely demarcated or whether it is 
a dittaae process. It is particularly important to 
qote whether the infection is localized in the form 
of an abscess or ot an osteomyel1tis or a phalanx, 
so 
or whether the local evidence of infection is slight 
eoinpared to the extensive infection alon~ lymphatics 
or along the veins or the .root. Aa a rule the' toot 
with localized pus or osteomyelitis in the absence of, 
g4!lngrene is a foot with fairly satisfactory circul-
ation. Otherwise loeal1zet1on or the infection would. 
not have taken place. (49) 
Palpation or Vessels 
Determination of the presence or absence of pul-
sation in the peripheral vessels is essential to an. 
understanding or the character of the ·vascular system 
ot a given leg. A foot may be apparently normal with-
out palpable pulsation in.any or the arteries below 
the femoral at the groin. Such a highly developed, 
collateral circulation, however, is very uncommon. 
In general, the diabetic patient with a pulseless 
foot lives in the shadow of impending gangrene. 
The three arteries of the leg that are normally 
palpated are the doraalis pedia, the posterior tibial, 
and the popliteal arteries. 
The dorsalis pedis arte17 is clinically the moet 
' . important of all the peripheral Y~ssels ot the leg. 
Exc~pt in rare anamalies it can be palp(lted. in evel'J' 
normal individual. This artery 11.fj-s just lateral 
to the extensior longua hallious tendon and is beat 
palpated between.the proximal ends of the first and 
·second metatarsals. It 1s sometimes variable in its 
course and often difficult to feel, particularly it 
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the lumen is narrowed, the walls .rigid, and the ten-
sion low.· It may be felt readily on one day and' with 
difficulty or not at all on the next. There are, 
moreover, other factors which interfere. The twitch-
ing or a tendon may be difficult to distinguish from 
the pulsating of the artery of the patient and that 
ot the examiner •. (49) 
The posterior tibial artery is more difficult 
to feel and is of much less o linical importance than 
the doraalls pedis. 1 t is located by allowing the 
tip• of the :t'ingers to rest in the hollow behind or 
below the internal malleolus. If present, pulsat1ons 
can usually be felt, except in the p~sence of edema. 
The popliteal artery ls at times difficult to 
feel particularly in a large leg. It generally 
lies on the outer side or the midline in the pop-
11teal space, and us.ually found between the mid-
, popllteal region and the external ha:matritlgs. (.49.) 
By palpation, too,, the temperature o.r the two 
teet should be carefully canpared, likewise that 
ot the various levels of each extremity. A. sutf1-
ciently accurate, indicator for clinical use is the 
palm ot the lland. The examiner starts at the mid-
thi_gh and carefully passes the hands down toward 
the ~oes. Normally the temperature change should be 
• 
gradual trom the thigh to the toes and no defin1 te 
point that shows a sudden. change·~ The more sudden 
the arterial occlusion and the less extensive the 
development ot collateral circulation, the more de-
finite the point of abrupt temperature change 1tl.1lll. 
be. (49) 
Arterial Measurements 
The problem ot arteriosclerosis may also be 
investigated by measuring the degree or vascular 
salefosia in terms or arterial elasticity or arter-
ial rigidity. The arterial elasticity or arterial 
rigidity can be evaluated by determining-the rate at 
\ 
which the pulse wave is propa19ted through the art-
erial, ~19e, in as much as it is not possible to mea-
sure arterial elasticity directly on the living sub-
ject. Since the velocity with which the pulse 1• 
transmitted along arteries depends on the elasti-
city of the vessel walls, one can obtain an index ot 
the degree of arterial rigidity or arterial elast-
icity by detel'Dlining directly the velocity or the 
pulse wave in living man. Bramwell and Hill (11) 
8 fter mathematical treatment of the equation re-
lating the velocity at the front or the. pulse wave to 
__ , the ooerr101•ntt: of volume elasticity, have shown 
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that the velocity of the pulse wave is a direct 
function ot arterial elasticity. Thus an increase 
or velocity of the pulse wave implies an increase 
in arterial rigid! ty or conversely, a decrease or 
arterial e lastioi ty. By employment of an optical 
recording apparatus the velocity or the pulee •ve 
through the aorta and iliac vesaels.(velocity or the 
aortic pulse wave) and through the braehial, radial, 
and carotid ~easels ( velbci ty ot the radial pulse 
wave) was studied on normal oases and on 21 dia-
betics and results indicated young diabetics have • 
higher radial pulse wave velocity than the normal 
ot that age group. The values tor the 'tranam.ission 
ot the aortic pulse wave did not indicate any s1gnl-
f'1cant changes from the· normal. The conclusion from 
this type of test is that the diabetic state either 
initiates early or accelerates the development or 
premature arteriosclerosis in the young adult:. '23) 
The oscillometer may be used as a means of de-
termining the site of obstruction of ,vessels or the 
leg. Theoretically the amplitude of the oscillations 
reflects the amplitude of' the pulse. When a large 
vessel 1 s narrowed by thrombosis or tpe wall atitr-
ened by sclerosis and calcit"lcation, the oscillations 
become greatly reduced and the level at which this 
change is observed may be regared as the level at 
which the obstructing process is effective. 
The osc1llometer gives no information regarding 
.-. 
the extent o! the collateral circulation. For this 
reason, ·as well as the fact that the oscillometer 
readings are affected by the force and character or 
the cardiac contradtions, it has not been found, 
up to the present time, to be of great practical 
value except as an aid in the early.diagnosis of 
arterial occlusion. (49) 
Roentgenological Diagnosis 
I 
Roentgen ray examination of the extremities ls 
an accurate method of judging t,he presence of calcium 
in the vessel walls. lt is more reliable than clin-
ioal methods in the diagnosis of vascular ca le if i-
ce.ti on. Statistical study of groups of cases show 
roentgenographic evidence of calcification of the 
vessels was present in the legs or 53 per cent of a 
large group of patients selected at random. Al-
most twice as many diabetic patients showed calcif-
ication. of vessels in the legs than did non-diabetic 
patients of the same age group. The incidence and 
degree ot vascular calo1f'ication increased with the 
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age and with the duration of tbe· diabete·s and was 
much ni.t:h higher than in non-diabetic patients~ (52) 
The technique of X-Ray examination ot the ex-
tremities is somewhat detailed. The legs and feet 
are ehoaen for stud,- instead ot the arma because 
the vessels of the legs show evidence or sclerosis 
earlier than do those ot the arms. Calcification 
is not always seen in the aorta even when the pro-
cess is moderately advanced in the vessels of the 
legs. perb&ps partly because ot the fact that it is 
more difficult to deteo.t calcification. in the aorta. 
Care must 'be exercised in ~he detection or cal-
cified vessels. Flecks of calcium ma7 escape the eyee 
unleaa caritully sought. One must guard against the 
ahadowa not infrequently seen in the region or the 
ankle whloh simulates a calcified vessel. These 
shadows are probs.bl7 due to te.-ndon sheaths. 
The patients are classified according to whether 
the d.egree of calcification or their ves~els was., ( 1) 
slight, (2) moderate, or (3) advanced.. Patients whose 
vessels are visible tor only a short distance and areo 
not well outlined by calcium ror a considerable port~ 
ion of the coutse. In the third, or advanced group, 
are placed the patients whoae large arteries are ·vis-
ible as an almost continuous calcium shadow and in 
whoa at least some branches are calcified. (52) 
.It :ta ~tapt to ;ree.l.1ta• that• l'Qen•s•--ru. 
Pl'1t• .of " leg 1• of little value 1n de\e~ning the 
': 
bloe.4 .Qpply to a foot. ·rt may 'be htlJ?fll.l in showing 
oalotti••t1oli or T•••eis not otherwise clemonetra-le. 
bt@•11'" aelero!!t. s • howev~~, lll•Y be p~•u•:en:t wi, thout 
MY' eY:1c1Atn•t •:f eangl"cme • eu:1d mo~()verc. • oo?W•ey~t;.. 
:t.ve ctP•itatiV• proeedure ouch .aa aniputatietl'l at a.toe, 
. - . . . - . . . . 
G41Jl .. t':e:t8CJ,Uently be done wt.th roentg•n·:r~y e1'14$noe ot 
e~t-.nai.ve. cialo~t1o~t1on ot the doi-aalia pt41.a ar'tery · ·· 
a.nd la~ge:r veaeel• to an4 a.pave the knee.· (49) 
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:&>ftn anfl Koenig wao introduottd_th• Pl"QOOdute qt 
Xc•ray P+atea. or the enre•i. 1ttea in the 4!ftpee1a of a:ri-
' ' ' ·' .. f· •,· 
.•rio•olero1• fii:td 1 t ot very mu.oh , ftlll••. .Utertoatt).~'+ ... ·~ . 
~~: » ::;~_:;:j~w-·~ 
o•t.• in 1;h~11" opinion is not nttoeasar1ly generali••.S 'fli:d:" 
• .,, inYe>l••. e>ne !•g1on or Qrgan mt.Jr• \h11n aneth~~· 'Ille · 
-~~,.,ri9aoleroata in long at:an41ng 41e.bet•• is of the · 
atel'i1le typEt • 1.e. CfS~oifice. t1on. of the wall•• •o that 
"h• tp.·te:ry te•i• bdde4, to 'the palpa~tng fin~r. The,att 
TH:aels a4'& v~aual o~ ro•ntgen ra:y plate betore 'b•oom• 
1ng diso·ernable clinic-ally. The c!i&g?loaie ot ea:rly a:rt .... 
·· uio••l•roie o:t tllca lower ex~rem~ t~e1 wbioh l• 4~ft'i4~1 t 
ta make in a~y way -u1 by x-r~ 1~ ot oonsidtr•ble '•~~•~ 
. . 
'' 
· &J.lOI in l:he pregno•i• and 1D4n4Sf>ln•nt or ytsQulU oon41 ~10~1 
wh•n.ooa't>1ne4 with tl1abetes. (9.) 
-~---- ---
Bt•• 'th• intJPC>duo'l1on ot ll'o•ntgen ray :t':l.lm• or 
. . 
the extr•u•1 ties as a diagnosio proae4ure, ·their uae 
- ' has beo~• very extensive. 
. __ ,. 
More reoent 1nv~urtigate>,l'• 
" . " 
tue•'~ --~•1r ve.lue. 4n. · un41)retand1ng of the peth• 
_,,·.- > 
elogy ot th• v~ssels of the lower ~x,x-exd t1•• .. in a:r;tte;J!-
1osole:ro~1s -~ea one very ekept1ael ot the value ot 
roentgifi ~':'t1im, as a metans of deiion$trat1ng vaaou.lal' 
obs1tuction. Medial oaleitieation is a very prominent 
tea.ture aeen in any section. of these ~rt•rtea. It 1s so 
m.aaa,ve ;the,t a ring or lime encircles the tube. It is 
th:la m•ssiv~ o~loit'iol\.tion that the roont@•n ray plate .. 
reveals; hawe-v.or, the, ob•'tl:ruotion to the olrculaticm ·~s 
nQt due to m~4ial oalo~tieation but rather to the pro~ 
coa• known •s 1nt1Dllll ~h1Qkttn1ng. The ccllegeno~4 -..t~ · 
eri.+ that tillit in the lumina ot the «ll;'ter1 •n4 obet- ... 
ruo1a .1 t do•• not throw e .roen\gen ray •h•.4ow. It -.4:;.. 
. S.al aaloif1oat1on and intimal thioktn1ng •l.way1 ooa~rr­
ed toge"ll•r, the roen._gen J.tay ehadow showing ealqit1e4 
a:r'\erie~ 1'.0Uld be ot g:tteat value. Bu'\! th.ii. ia not th41 
o•••·• 1.t\neb'ln" and Brown (38} studied the ;rel~ti~n•hi.p 
or the ••l:01t'1oat1on ot pEtriph•r~l •rteries itl 'the pre-
••nQe of abeonce of occlusion, They round 65 per cent 
et normal men pae1 the age of tilty ehc.nr•« caloit!eat-
!o)'l o,r th' p~ripheioal a;-ier1ea e01np•:r•4 1'1 th 85 per oent 
,-="~~·~-'" 
!8 
ine14•nce ot a,,ir1i••~qft~tui·otta in41vi~1'•1• of \~ ._. 
oge P'O'-Pt T~e; oea~luaion was that th~ pr•••nte ot 
oaloit1oat1o!l 4$d not g1"'• •fgn1t1cu1nt :tntorma.ti,on a• 
to the pre-•enoe of an ocoiusiv~ process. (.55) 
Skin Reee:tiona 
. Ee1il .. 11on or the a4eq~oy ot ei,,;wcule.tion. or the 
- . ~ 
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teet and legs may b• done by thtt hia1amin,.&ction. The 
t•ohnique is as followas The pa.tientea~e Pll\O•d fl•t 
on th.eir baakm •1th l"e;• •~tended •. A;reas at normal skin 
are cl~Hmsed with •;t.oohQl and a.ner 091nplete evaporation, 
a drop of hiatamin a.aid phqspbat•, 1:1000 dilutioh, is 
:p}.ao.ed on the surface. Wt.\~ a sh~rp nee«le the skin 1a 
. . 
pricked seven times through the·dl'Qp, the prio.ke, f'<>Ji'ttl~~g 
a oircle about 5 mm. in d1ame1ier, the needle going well 
in the akin but not deep G!lOU~ to draw blood,. Uau.aJ,.ly 
one t•st is ·placed above the knee, one about aix inchea 
below the patella, a third si:J: 1.nohe~ a'beve the ankle, 
and a fou~th on the doreum or th• root. The resulting 
reactions are :roughly sketched at :two arnl a halt, r1v1,. 
ten, and fifteen minute interv:els arter .initiating th-.. 
The reactions normally resulting_ resemble mosqui te b:itte.;-, 
t1r&t a red apo._ appears, followed and obliterated by a 
ahe•l, surrounded by a redden"d e.re4 { fl1n:e) a_tver~l e•n1'-
' 
. •:, 
t • 
~~•:ra in d+ametor; a eenaa.tion of itohins e.ocom.p1an1es 
the Jr•aotion. 
'!Jle no~l reaction 111 com.tlete,(both wh•al an4 
.fla:re present) wi~hin five minutes and the reactions on 
the toot closely resemble ·those on the leg and the thigh, 
1he dietal '1sually appe•ring lllittle slower ~nd being a 
lit tlo le.as well formod than the proximal. _ Exi_d.e.noe ot 
·41mi.ni1Shed c1roulat1on in the fee,_oonsis'Cs ot del•Y in 
,, 
apptar,noe •nd imp•u:tect developm.ent of the re-.t1on ot 
11he ·toot, wh11• th.e reaction above the knee r.-.1n• 
nQl'mal. 
·.In • seritta or· lOO unaeleo'et 41~~•tea under t;oeat-
~nt, the re~ponae ot the ·skin of the lower •xtrem1ties 
to h1st$in under standard con4itiona ind1e$te4 32 per 
cont ha4·a normal ei:roulation of th~ feet, in 34 per cent 
· tile oiroulation was •omewhet 11ft.peired, in 3' per oent 
Mrk4t«ly ~mpaired. ( 79) . 
n. 1ntr-•4•J:'DUll 88'lt ab•orption test ia a.lao usecl 
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~· de,ermine the low•at leYel ot adequate eire.u1~1iion a.net 
IPJeers 'o be reliable. Intr•derm.al injeotione of o.a oe. 
et a physiologic aolutipn at 1.U.ua chlcri4e aolu~ion a.re 
. . . . -
••• at 3 inch interval• on the inner &•peer~ e~ the l•c 
tarn the ankl• '\o the u~p•r third ot the thigh, the rate 
., 
of ~baorpticn ot the :resulting wheals beinG uoed •• art 
ind•x of the cideq~a.ey ot the airoul~t1€ln of ea~ l•vol. 
,;:;::.;;-;;"';' 
'lhtn the c1roulation is normal the· rate ot abs(Jr:otion 
~- slo1' and the wheals perili•t for an hour Gl' mo:re. 
41 
When the cireulation is impaired the. :rate of the abaor-
ption pf the wheals 1s uniformly inoreesed fl:'omabove 
the knee downa~d to the ankle; snme of the wheals ate 
oompletely f\bsorbed ~t the end of five minut~s. The 
oiroula t,icm is usually reei;arded as e.dequ.,,t• at ~nd ~bove 
.a given l8T8l if the wheel! at that level is h~lt ot 
I 
1 te original 119.at the e11d. of an h~lll! attcu.· t!* intre-
thlrmal injeotion was mede. ( 48) 
Chole•ter~l Level 
'!'her• ta. a dfsturb,.not o:r Qhole•terel me'b4lboltmn 
in 4141>•1'•• mellitua with • relatt'VlllY llteb eonoentra-
ion or "th.is substance in the blood plasma. The high 
cb.olesto:rol content of the blood p~e_em.a 1• an etio-
lcgioal factor 1n th• produotion or tht arteriosQlerosia 
ot 41a.l>•'t•aao th&t the finding of an ino~eased ohOl• 
tl81Hltl'Ol oontent ot the blood is ot value to the cliag-
nosticien in Cl&termining the Pl"Qbetbility ot the presence 
of d!\abetio erte:r1oeale:ros1s in the indiv14ua,l p11tient. 
N• "able modifie« :rrom. labinowitcnJ•t) giv•• the 
pla• thQlestera l•v•la in difterent con41t:i,an•: 
!'9'9r.,;• C~lesterol ~· ~ 
JU.abet'• •1th s~ptome 
Att1dentally diaoovered ~iabetes 
Potential diab•tio• 
llc:tn di•be'Cio• 
8.f.Z 
:aa 
~66 
150•160 
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PA1'JIOLOGY 
In the human body·there are two important main 
types or arteries that become involved 'in arterioscl-
erosis: The elastic arteries, such as the aorta, the 
iliac, and carotid arteries; and the muscu~•e~ arter-
ies, such as the posterior tibial, or bracbial, in 
which the development of the muscularis very of.ten 
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over shadows that of the elastic laminae.· Thia mus-
cular type is encountered ehiefly in the peripheral and. 
splancbnic arteries. The arterioles also are of the 
muscular t·ype • 
One of the first contemporary classifications ot 
arter.ial lesms ws.s that of Warfield. He listed les-
ions of true arteriosclerosis to be of three types. 
( 1) the focal or nodular; ( 2) the diffuse; and ( 3) 
the senile. In general, the changes were thought to 
be ot a degenerative disease; as age increased there 
was an increase in the strain upon the vessel walls 
and the elastic tube fortified itself by the connec-
tive tissue thickening of tLe intima and to a lesser 
extent of the media. Finally degenerative changes 
consisting of local areas of coagulation, necrosis, 
and cal~ification, especially marked in the deep 
layers of connective tissue thickening of the intima 
and in th~ muscle fibers or the media, resulted com-, 
i 
~ 
pleting the process. (84) 
Development of Types of Sclerosis 
The process just described does not accurately 
portray the true pd.cture of the various types of arter-
iosclerosis. In non-diabetic individuals the vascular 
pathological changes that are encountered are .fairly 
closely correlated with the, different types of vessels. 
The atheromatous plaque is the characteristic arter-
iosclerotic lesion of the elastic arteries. This may-
present several forms /1 all of which. are presumably 
related and represent various stages in the process 
of atheromatous degeneration. 
Tb.e first stage is the so-calle·d atheromatosis 
of puberty, characterized by fine yellowish sub-
endothelial streaks of spots, particularly about the 
orifices of the intercostal arter.Jes. The plaques are 
translucent and slightly raised. The elasticity of 
the vessels is normal. M~croscopic examination shows 
the swelling and loosening of the intercellular sub-
stances of the intima, chiefly in the deeper layers 11 
with the deposition of minute fat deoplets. These, 
among the fibrillae, consist chiefly of cholesterol 
ester. The fatty infiltration2bi?• is far more 
marked in the intercellular substance than in the 
cells themselves. As the process develops, more and 
;----.. 
more or the intima is involved, until f inall7 the 
endothelium is reached. These caanges are apparently 
reversible • 
The·next step is the development of true arter-
iosclerosis or atheros~lerosis-which is fundamentally 
r 
the same • However, there has been· a more marked 
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swelling and hyaline changes of the ground substance 
ot the intima with infiltration of lipolds and new 
formation of fibrous tissue, which ln turn becomes 
h7alinized. Beneath the hyaline connective tissue 
there may or may not be an enormous mass of ather-
omatous material. Finally, necrosis of the-tissue 
cells occurs with decomposition of the .cholesterol 
esters 'to the characteristic needle-shaped cholesterol 
crystals and fatty acids, which sooner or later com-
bine with ealcium. These calcium soaps bee~ the 
calcareous or even bony plaques formed in the ather-
omatous regions. As the plaque becomes larger and 
reaches nearer the surface, the blood stream may 
sweep away portions of the. pultaceous material, form-
' . ing the familiar atheromatous uleer. .Aschoff empha-
sized that the lipoid content of the plasma does not 
cause the atheromatosis but influences the character 
or the atheromatosis plaques by determining the 
degree or fatty infiltration or the hyalinized ground 
substance. 
tke. -.Coad great type or arterial change is that 
seen in the muscular vessels. Here medial ealcifi-
·cation, the Konckeberg tJPe of sclerosis, predom-
inates. ·'fh1a lesion 1a entirely distinct from the 
atheromatous process which we meet in tne elastic 
vessels and is restricted to the muscular vessels. 
Intimal change is neglible and the lumen remains 
intact or is ~ven actually widened. 
The initial change is the deposit of granules. 
ot calcium in the connective tissue stroma about the 
mu.sole cells. This calcification gradually becomes 
more and more abundant f irially surrounding and causing 
atrophy or the smooth muscle cells.· It is sometimes 
ditf !cult to tell whether the particles of lime are 
outside .or within the_ muscle cells, which may be 
necrotic. Any· 1eukocytic reaction is extremely rare. 
Not infrequently organization of the calcified mass 
may take place with resultant formation of bone, 
which.may even contain marrow in the more advanced 
cases. Through secondary intimal injury, thrombosis 
may occur. (85) {20) 
There is little if any relationship between the 
occurrence ot this type or arterioeclerosis and the 
I 
atberomatous, although occasionally the two forms 
,-_ ·. 
may coexist. In the smaller· arteries there may be 
thickening of the lntima with or witbeut the deposit 
or lipoids. When this intimal change is at all marked 
one is justified in considering the ~ossibiJity that 
the patient from whom the vessel was removed may be 
diabetic. 
The third great type of arterial change is that 
known as thrombo angl1t1~~',obl1terans, or Buerger 1s 
disease. This type usually occurs in young adults. 
Here thrombosis, organization of the clot, and sub-
sequent partial recana1ization of the thrombosed 
vessels are the outstanding features, followed by 
shrinkage of the walls and the resultant. redupli-
cation of the elastic laminae. Calcification is 
absent as ls deposition of lipoids. There is usually 
a very sharp distinction between the fairly normal 
appearing adventitia and muscularis and the obliter-
ated f ibrosed lumen. 
Still a rourth type of vascular change is n,i.et 
with in the smallest of the arteries and the arter-
ioles, the so-called obliterative endarteritis. This 
uaually appears as a hyaline thickening of the intima. 
Hye.line changes in the elastic laminae are undoubted-
. ly of great importance. Obliteration of the +.umen may 
be practically complete. 
~. I 
r 
Peripheral Arteriosclerosis 
In the diabetic individuals, which is the type 
in which interest here is ce11tered, t.he atheromatous 
type ot lesion is the outstandi:ng one. The others 
may be present but if there is one thing that should 
lead us to suspect that an artery in a given case comes 
from a diabetic patient it is when we find the intimal 
type or involvement in the muscular arteries, either 
alone or superimposed u:i;Vin the medial calcification. 
Arteriosclerosis of the intimal type may be considered 
to be present if there is local thickening and hya-
line change of the intima with lipoid infiltration, 
the presenc.e or cholesterol crystals or the presence 
ot calo1tied deposits. These changes are p~actioally 
always accompanied by fraying or reduplication of the 
internal elastic laminae. As a result of patholog-
ical changes the arteries lose their elastic! ty and be-
come hard, rigiq and tortuous. In the smaller vease.ls, 
proliferation of the intima may so narrow the lumina 
as to cause complete obliteration. (85) 
Studies of gross pathological changes in the 
arterial channels of diabetic legs which have been 
amputated were done by Henderson. The findings 
were visualized by injecting metallic mercury,into 
the popliteal artery and taking roentgenograms of the 
entire leg below the knees. The mercury was intro-
duced a~ appi-onmately systolic pressure so that a 
rough approximation or physiologic conditions were 
produced. After a study of the roentgenray plates, 
the leg •as dissected at strategic points and .the 
.arteries studied directly. The order of involvement 
ot the arteries seemed to be· posterior tibial~ per-
oneal, and anterior tibial. 
Basing the inf~rences on the pertinet d~ta found, 
these statements are to be considered important: 
1. Diabetic arteriosclerosis starts as a patchy at!air. 
2. It may sometii•:es occlude a major vessel so rapid-
ly that adequate collateral circulation can not de-
velop to prevent gangrene. 
3. It may sometimes progress slowly, accompanied by 
the development of good collateral circulation, ah·d 
eventually involve most or the major vessels in a 
diffuse p~ocess. At this stage it either resembles 
or is identical to non-diabetic or senile arterlo-
scleroa~s. 
4. In the slowly developing cases the collateral 
vessels though never-able to deliver a normally rich 
I 
supply of arterial blood to the part, seem often to 
be sufficient to keep tm patient symptom free or to di-
ld.:n:ish only slightly .his actlvi ty and comfort if in-
tection is avoided. In these eases and in the early 
fJO 
.ones as well, infection seems to be the precipitating 
factor:• C 27_) 
The-factor of the blood supply and nutrition or 
the vessel walls, themselves figure promiently in the 
pathological lesion of arteriosclerosis. Special· .. 
stainin$ and clearing have shown blood capillarie~ 
running through all coats of otherwise unchange.d human 
vessels.. Their origin is traced from three separate 
s_ources, the adventi tia, the region. of the orifices 
of branches and directly from the lumen of the vessel. 
The response of the vessel walls to injurious 
agents is manifest through the capillary bed by ex-
udation ap.d proliferation. Exudation may include 
serum and cellular elements, and be further compli-
cated by the precipitation of fibrin. ~roliferation 
consists of new formation of blood vessels and connect• 
ive tissue elements, including fibroblasts and many 
varieties of mononuclear cells. 
If the intramural hemorrhage be large absorption 
and organization may be incomplete, and the resi~uum 
remain as a necrot~c focus, and be potent contribu•-
ing factors·in formation of atherome.. There is exten-
sive collescence of lipoid materials and cholesterin 
crystals and deposits formed. 
Calcification of the lesions ot the artery wall 
! 
ls not a process which differs from calcification else-
where. The primary requisite, necrotic tissue, pre-
terably,rich in lipoids is found in abundance in the 
vessel wall. 
Arteriosclerosis is not "degeneration or the in-
·evi table concomitants of age". if1 th increased know-
ledge of the activity of these endocrine glands, their· 
association with, and indeed, their control of growth, 
it may well be ascertained that the size of the vas-
cular bed, including the vasa vasorum, is dependant 
on their activity. The association of the pancreatic 
hormone.with phenomenia has not been directly shown . 
but likely exists. (89) 
Coronary Sclerosis 
Contrasted with that picture found' in the peri-
pheral arteries, examination and histological study· 
of coronary vessels in 31 diabetic hearts showed no 
change that differentiates it from a non-diabetic 
heart with well developed coronary disease. 
' In both .cases, microscopical sections showed 
well developed intimal thickening. This intimal 
thickening consisted mainly or an increased amount or 
loose connec..tive elastic tissue elements, collagen, 
and the deposition of lip:t:l. materials. Tb.ere were no 
qualatlve differences found either in the different 
• 
vessels of the same case or in the vessels of the 
different cases. Neither were there found any signi-
ficant differences in the vessels obtained from the 
I 
hearts of different age P.eriods or changes that would 
be characteristic of the severity or duration os the 
diabetes. However, there seemed to be a qualative 
difference inasmuch as ~he longer the duration of the 
. . ' 
diabetes and the older the patient, the more marked 
were these changes. In the non-diabetic patients the 
extent and character of the intimal sclerosis and the 
deposit·ion of lipid material differed in no way from 
those found in the diabetic hearts. (40) · 
• PATHOLOGIC.AL PHYSIOLOGY 
·i 
There are various f~ulty organic prooesaes at 
work in the diabetic individual, which eontribute 
either singly or i·n combination, to p;ro4uce arterio<1-
selerosis. Whether the increased prevalence of art-
.erioselerosis in diabetes is due to the diseas,e 1 t-
self or to methods of treatment of the disease, the 
importance or the problem is such that it cannot be 
disregarded. Altered physical factors; improper 
protein, carbohydrate., and fat me"tabolism; presence 
of obeei ty, hypertension, . ~nd hypercholesterolemia; 
all may be at rault. Shields Warren bas observed, 
.. "I have yet to see at autopsy a diabetic, or read the - . 
'.~ 
autopsy of ·a diabetic, whose disease has lasted five 
years or more, free from arteriosclerosis regardless 
et age ••••• 'l'h.e diabetic has not only more than his 
share of arteriosclerosis but it falls to his lot ten 
of twelve years earlier the.n to the non diabe.tic. (85) 
1hy•tcal Factors 
Physioal factors underlying the activities of· 
the vascular system are subject to a number of vari-
ables: thickness of the Teasel wall, its diameter, 
the distensibility, mode and frequeney of branching 
i 
' 
. i 
and relation to surrounding tiss-0.es.- viaeo.sity of 
the blood, the cont:rel e:xerc1ae4 by the autonomio 
nervous system, and endocrine regulating mechanism. 
(S9) 
'l'h• structure of the vasoular system determines 
the influence of the various factors upon it; The 
adventitia, media and subendothelial portion ~f the 
intima serves one elementary purpose; the preservation 
ot the integrity of the lumen and endothelial lining 
but must be aceompanie4 by the maintainance of a degree. 
or resilienoy suf'ficient·to sustain the diastolic 
blood pressur•. (89) 
The adventitia has two outstanding characteristics 
ot oonsiderable value; it is very vascular which 18 
tm.portant in the development of oollateral channels 
I 
when the lumen of the· vessel.is narrowed and it has 
high tensile strength to prevent it from breaking. 
The media of the arteries has elastic a~a oolla-
genous tissue, also musaular fibers. The muscular art-
eries are very prone to undergo medial change ending in 
calcitioation without involving either the intimal 
or advent1i1a1 coats, whereas this type of change is 
unconuun in the larger elastic arteries, aorta, sub ... 
J}.ltrvian, iliac, etc. The property of distensibili ty 
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and eontrao"ibility is targely resident in the medial 
coat. '!'his disterisibility is P-adually lost with in-
creasing old age, but only coineitlentally related 'to 
arteriosclerosis as the change is the same in an arter-
iosolerotic as in the same age group who is not scler-
otic. (S9) 
Th~ intima layer is caaposed of a layer· of endo· 
tbelium the function of which is to maintain a smooth 
uuoughene4 l!JUrtaoe which will not affect or impede 
·the passage of the blood stream. It is this portion 
ot the peripheral arteries that become invo.1 ved · to the 
greatest extent in the pathologic lesion which is typ-
ical of diabetic arteriosclerosis• the atheromatoua 
tormatien followed by sclerosis of the media. 
Protein 
'· 
A~ter1osoleroais is a functional disorder of the 
individual cells of the body and that !unction is dep• 
en4•n1 upon biochemical changes. Protein is aeknow~ 
ledge4 to favor the onset of arteriosclerosis. Bishop••~ 
belier is that arteriosclerosis arise$ when the cells of 
'the body become sen.si tive to particular proteins and that 
these proteins create.irritation, something in the nat~ 
ure of a mild anaphalaxis and if this is continued over 
• long period of time ~he result is changes in struc-
ture which eonatitute. the disease known as arterio-
sclerosis. Protein molecules were all considered to 
have a poisono:us group and it is0 these split products 
or the protein molecules, whether formed by enzymie 
digestion or as a result of intestional putr~faction, 
-·· 
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that are absorbed and carried tht"ough the olood stream. 
They exert their irritating.properties here before be-
ing excreted and thus the main etiological factor is 
intrinsie and due to •auto intoxication". (8) The un-
restricted diet of the untreated diabetic contains an 
excess of all varieties. of rood, protein carbohydrate, ";:--; 
and fat. Protein intake is as muoh important as is 
lowering the carbohydrate and t•t. (31) · 
Influence of Acid ... .Ash. Diet 
High protein diets with their excessive acid-ash, 
such as were formerly used in the treatment of diabetes, 
may have been partly responsible for the arterioscler~ 
otio changes. The factor of acidosis may be import• 
an\ by m$ans of 1 ts influence upen the. 1nt1ma of the 
blood vessels. The artifica.l pro4uction of arterio-
eelerosis in labore.tory animals has long occupied the 
et\_e.ntien of many investigators botll in this country 
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and abroad. Some have succeeded in producing arterio-
aclerosis in animals by fee4ing them diets high in 
cholesterol containing foods. Newburgh and his var-
<it' 
ious oo.llaborators have successfully demonstrated that 
the human picture of arteriosclerosis can be reproduced 
in animals· by the prolonged feeding of .excessive quant• 
ities·of protein. He suggests the chemical composit-
ion of the protein moleeule and the type and arrangement 
ot the amino acids may determine and produce the changes. 
(73) The incidenee of arteriosclerosis is twoee as 
high as in controls when acid ash foods such as meat, 
fish, egg, cereals and bread are fed to laboratory 
animals. (17) 
Carbohydrate 
Carbohydrate doea not have any function in· the 
produntion of arteriosclerosis except if taken to an 
excess so as to produce obesity • .A persistant hyper-
glycemia is an abnormal ~1nding and in time tends to· 
produce pathomogieal changes in the vessels. It is 
difficult to estimate how much noxious influence hyper-
glycemia _mivht have in produc'ing arteriosclerosis be-
cause patients with high hyperglycemia have succumbed 
early in the course of t·he disease to coma. 
. ' 
J'oalin's opinion is that a hyperglycemia up to 
0.25 per cent is not particularly harmful to a dia-
betio provided the urine is sugar free, since this 
proves the sugar is being utilized as food. (31) 
High Fat Diet 
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A.high tat diet may influence the production of 
arteriosclerosis in two ways; the. effects of the lip-
oids themselves, and the increased cholesterol pro-
duction. Anitschkow believes that the endothelial lin-
ing of the arteries is freely permeable f0r lipoids an4 
various colloidal substances dissolve.d in the plasm.a, 
and that these are adsprbed by the interstitial chromo-
tropio substance of the walls, especially of the intima, 
and on the· surface of the elastic fibers. His views as 
to· the primary import~noe of this· lipoid filtration 1n 
the genesis of arteriosclerosis receive support 'by the 
DUlrke4 tendency to severe arteriosclerosis in diabet1ea 
with their high lipemia and cholesterolemia. (15) 'Phe 
o;pposing view 1.s subscribed to by Warren. H•. suggests 
that ~he lipoids are not the first wave of the assult. 
They are the reinforcements .that eonsolida:te the gains 
~ade by the attacking torce. The normal intima is not 
disturbed by tat but given an abnormal intfma, atheromata 
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will develop in proportion to the amount of fatty sub-
stances present. (85) 
In a group of fifty young diabetics~ patients of 
Shepardson, the average age being 23.4 years and the 
duration of the disease being 6.g years, 36 per cent 
already gave roentgenologic evidence of vascular dis-
ease. Neither the severity of the disease nor the pre-
sence of associated pathologic changes ean be consider-
ed as a pathogenic factor in the development of arter-
ioselerotic ehanges and the duration is impartant only 
because the causative factor must aot over a reasonable 
' 
length of time before its ~ffects are manifest~ In this 
group of patients the average values of blood eholester·o1 
were markedly lower th~n heretofore obtained, and para1; 
leling the reduction in lipemia, the incidenoe of art-
erioselero~is was found to be greatly· reduced. The ad4-
1tion of insulin therapy has resulted in a marked low-
ering of blood lipoid content. The parallel reduc-
tion in the incidence of arterioseler9sis apparently 
necessitates the assumption that altered :rat metabolism 
is the morbific factor in the develppment of vase'\llar 
disease in association with diabetes mellitus. (?6) 
Presence of Cholesterol 
t 
The influence of circulating metabolites in the 
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blood and anatomic changes in the vessels themselves can 
hardly be separated. So tar as arterial hyperten-
sion is concerned, the roles of glucose, salt, quanldiae 
the potassium-calcium ratio and of peptones in the 
blood are still not clearly defined. The effects of 
circulating hormones from the pituitary and.adrenals, 
while definite, do not seem to explain more thari a 
small portion of the cases. Other sub.stances, such 
as oholin compound., histamine and pancreatic extr-
acts, such as •patutin" have temporary· effects upon 
blood pressure. The one substance found both in the 
·' blood and in the blood vessel walls with which, e:xper ... 
1mentally, typical atheroselerotic lesions can be pro-
duce4, is cholesterol •.• I._ is sometimes found in in-
oreased amounts in cases of hypertension. It is not 
the height of the cholesterol_ in the blood, but the 
degree of saturation which is important. In hyper-
tension the serum is often over saturated with ehole-
sterol even though the concentration in milligrams per 
100 cc, is normal. Thus it is the relation between the 
cholesterol and the colloids of. the serum together wi.th 
the affinity of the cells of the arterial wall for 
cholesterol whieb determines the deposition. (65) 
.(") 
" 
r 
Cholesterol is an alcohol, a hydro-arematie sec-
ondary alcbhol, posses.sing the pow•.r of uniting with 
tatty acids to form ester's. It is relatively ineol· 
uble, its beat solvents being the fat solvents. It 
18 relat1Yely resistant to the •otion of enzymes of 
animal, vegetable or bacterial origin. Cholesterol 
is found in every animal cell. In the animal body it 
is closely associated with the tats, being found 1n the 
unsaponitable residue following extraction by fat sol-
Yen ta • 
. Cholesterol and oertain ot the compounds ha.Ye 
physical characteristics that perm.it of· 'tracing the 
aubatanoe to a degree in the tissues. In.the ester 
form seen in the arteries, cholesterol occurs in drops 
which stain like fats with the sudans and which are 
anisotropic. Un4•r the polariscope they exhibit dark 
maltese crosses; produeing a tetrad-like appe•rance. 
The solid erystals are io~bly refractive. The chol-
esterol eater• in the surfao• lipoid cells of aortic 
leationa are evidently in very unstable equilibri'UDl, 
a.ince 1n· tissues that are stained or fixed they are 
preoipit•ted out thus giving a means of indent1:fic-
et1on. (39) 
The function of cholesterol in the human body 
is believed to be a conveyor of fa,a, it appears to 
serve as an insulating medium in the .myelin sheaths. 
Cell membranes are believed to be rieh in cholesterol 
and phosRhatides, which ?ontrol cellular permeability 
and membrane equilibrium. In this relation it is known 
... 
th«t cholesterol is an active antihemolytie agent. 
Prom every viewpoint, cholesterol is f?n& 0 or·the most 
important subst•no~s present in the bo4y. That man 
oan synthesize cholesterol is probable. ?he indieat-
ions are that he does not, all of the cholesterol which 
he needs being ingested. 'Mille, eggs, and ;pork fats are 
the important sources in the hum.an diet. The presence 
of cholesterol in large amounts in spores, see4s, pol~en 
ova, and sperm has been r~ferred to as indicat~ng spee• 
ioal needs tor the et_a:'beyo for this substance •. Egg y~lk, 
which is rich in cholesterol, is intended for the embryo. 
Mille is intended tor the infant. Man is the only animal 
that dies in early lite from coronary sclerosis and 
acquires atherosclerosis almost universally in advanced 
life. (74) 
Rabinowi toh has sh~wn by laborator:r study and 
etatistioal·analysis or a large numlter or known caeee 
of dia.be"e• that there is an increas.ed _amount of plasma 
oholesterel in arteriosclerosis whioh is constantly 
higher than normal. The duration of the disease, the 
age of the patients, type of treatment were all con-
sidered and the summarization of the evidence makes it 
appe•r reasonable to conoiude that excess blood chole-
sterol is an important etiological factor in the pro-
duction or arteriosclerosis in the young diabetic. When 
~- oases were grouped according to age, the average 
cholesterol of those with cardiovascular disease was 
46 milligrams higher than that of the group with no de-
tectable vascular disease. Expressed as percentage 
difference, the average cholesterol in the eases with 
eardiovaseular disease was about 20 per cent higher 
than those in which no vascular .changes were round by 
very oare!'ul general physical examination, examination 
of the tundi, roentgen ray examination of the lower 
oxtremities for calcification of the arteries, and 
roentgen ray ex~ination of the heart. (62) 
Chemical analysis for the cholesterol content ot 
a portion of the aorta of a young man; age 27, who died 
Gt coronary disease atter having had comparatively llild. 
diabetes tor the previous eight and one~half' years· wes 
done by Cullinan and Graham. Treatment had been with 
ttrsulin and a low carbohydrate~high fat diet (O. 25, 
. ....__ 
-P. 70, F. 125). The :results of the anal:rsis showed 
the cholesterol content to be 5.832 per cent which 
shows the affected aorta in this case to contain 
about nine times as much cholesterol as a portion of 
a normal aorta of the same age. {16) 
A series of chemical analysis for cholesterol 
is reported by Lehnherr. The examination of twenty-
f1 ve diabetic aortas, twentyfive non diabetic aortas 
and six children's aortas showed·that the changes were 
similar in the diabetics and non diabetics, but that 
there was a greater deposition of lipoid, a more market 
ohange in the lipid allocation (increased proportion 
of the total 'lipid as cholesterol and a diminished · 
proportion of the total lipid as fatty acid and as 
\. 
pbospholipid) and a higher calcium .. and phost>horus con-
tent was 8.0'7 gr. per cent in diabetics as compared . 
with 4.8 gm. per cent in non diabetics. (41) 
Menne, Beeman, and Le.bby state that atheromatous 
lesions always contain eholesterol, whether in herbiv-
orous or in omnivorous animals. The process in man 
is comparable with that seen in animals. Any condi-
tions which lowers metabolism in~man or animals will 
result in abnormally inq_reased amounts or altered 
st~tes of cholesterol in the blood and will further 
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-ita deposition. They believe this to be the essential 
faetor in the production of arteriosclerosis. The 41s• 
ease does not develop in those conditions which ten4 
to deplete the blood of cholesterol. 'l'Wo essential 
taetors in the production of atherosclerosis.are hyper .. 
oholesteremia and mechanical stress. Onoe the infil~r­
ation of the substance into the tissue spaQes and the 
lymphatic chains of the vessel wall is begun, its accum-
ulation there will serve to produce a vieous eirole of 
destruction, absorption and def~nsive regenration. (51) 
That it might not be the insulin producing portion 
of the panereas that is at fault in the production of 
high cholesterol levels is shown by the work of S..uel• 
' . 
aon. He has used insulin free pancreatiQ ex.tract. in 
ear4iovascular arteriosclerosis manifested by angina 
peotoris of preca-rdial pain and intermittent claudie, ... 
ation in peripher.al vascular dis_eaa,s. Before treat-
ment the average cholesterol level wss 2V~ mg. per 109 
eo. .An average doae of 5 co. wa~ u.~ed and within an 
hour following injection there was a lowering of plasm.a 
cholesterol of 40 mg. per 100 cc. and it did not return 
to its form.er leYel for about 24 hours. Some clinical 
improvement a~oompanied the lowered chQleaterol level. 
1,-he blood sugar level remained unaff~oted. (?l) 
--------- -----------------------
Production of Athero$clerosis 
A.a -atheroselerosis is stud.ied a general resembl-
ance to other metabolic diseases, especially diabetes 
is seen. Ae in diabetes, marked variations in susoept-
ibili ty are evident in the experimental animal and seea 
to exist in man. As in diabetes the inheritance or a 
weak cholesterol metabolism appears to lead to early 
death :t'rom coronary sclerosis. There are families in 
which ooronary disease is the etandard form of' death. 
Aa in diabetes, advancing age with growing inefficiency 
ot the oholesterol metabolism. is associated with more 
frequent manifestations of the disease. Finally a fami-
lial inheritance which aeems to be depen&ent on a gener-
al inferiority or the metabolic systems may manifest it· 
Ji 
self: in individuals of $Ueh a family in the form of dia .... 
betes, ob.esi ty, arteriosclerosis, gout or combine. tio,ns 
o:t' these. ( :59) 
Atherosclerosis oan be produced readily in the rab-
bi-. by overwhelming its weak wholeasterol metabolic sya• 
tem by fee4ing excess cholesterol. The same procedure, 
1. e. the overwhelming of the cholesterol metabolic 
system,, was Unintentionally carried out in human beings 
by the use of' high fat diets in diabetea, in the decade 
-·~-aQ ;;o 1930, and the results we;re just e.s definite as 
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those obtained in the experimental rabbit. It was re-
asoned that rat could be substituted for carbohydrates 
and thus spare· the inefficient carbohydrate metabolism 
in diabetic patients. The reasoni~g was good. Unfortun-
ately the simplest method of incr~asing fat was to add 
oream, butter, and eggs, all wholesome foods but potent 
sources of cholesterol, to the tl.ieta:ry. i'he effects of 
the excessive cholesterol diet manifested itself in an 
increase of arteriosclerosis, even in children, and xan-
thomas were more common in the skin. (3g) 
The method by which the lipid re~ohes the intimal 
layers of the arteries is still questioned. Warren 
believes that edema of tl:le intima occurs with stretch ... 
ing and swelling of the endothelium. This could well 
tavor the introduction of fo:reign material. The high 
sug-ar concentration and the great fluotua'tion in sugar 
eoncentration in the blooCl of persons with diabet~s 
could possibly lead to_ swelling of the intimal ground 
4'Ubstanoe through ehan.ges in the osmotic pressure and 
thus favor lipoid imbibition. (85) 
The atheromatous proaess is the fundamental one 
in prpduction of arterioscleresis and the most accepte4 
explanation of the nroeess is tha.t one advanced by 
~. 
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In. the earliest stages, there appear on the post-
erior wall ot the aorta very fine yellow streaks or 
spots, whieh are opaque and not at all elevate4._ The 
longer. the process· lasts, the more distinc~ doea the 
process become. Other changes which may be reoognize4 
macrosoopieally are not seen. Outside of these changes 
the aorta is normal. (5) 
Mioroscopioally the ath~romatosis begins as a pee~ 
uliar fatty change in the elastic stria terminalis, in 
the deep layers-of the intiJJ!.•· This fatty change con~ 
sists of a granular_depo~ition of cholesterin esters in 
the cement substance of theelastic fibers_ which compose 
the atria terminalis. _ ',I,'he entire process can be. inter-
prete~ only as a sert of loosening and swelling of the 
oern.ent subatanee with a simultaneous- .depos{tion of fat ~ 
4roplets. As th~ }'rocess._conttnues 1 t extends to the 
eurtaoe until it reaches th~ en~othel1Wl where the at-
feote4 area begins to $Well at the surf~e~. 
The fat deposited has been demonstrated. to consist 
or cholesterol eaters. Sinoe this._ean _no~ _arise :from 
a transformation or d~coinpoaition of the elast:in or 
collagen of the intima, it must be 4erive4 from an in~ 
til trft~ ve process. _The only source for ._such an infil tr ... 
ation is the blood_pla8lll8 its•lf. Thia nourishes the 
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inner layers of the vessel wall through a kind ot im ... 
bibition stream. The condition necessary tor an 1n-
orease4 invasion is a looeenfng of the;tissue elements. 
Thi• is intimately •ssoe1ate4 with physiooebemioal cha-
nge• present in the blood stream. Howevet the fact 
"that the process begins .. just at the origin of the inter-
costal arteries indicates that meohanioal tactora per• 
J!lit an 8-aier inflow of blood plasma. The faot that 
th••• deposits develop in a line parallel to the dir-
ection ot the blood streaa supports this conc.eption. 
Thtr• is a seoon4 factor that must be pre.sent betore 
_atheromatoua plaquee may _appear. . Thia is '·su.tticient 
oenoentration of lipoids, espeeially of cboleaterol 
c - .. 
••t•~• 1n the plasma. 1rom plaam.a o.f low cholesterin 
oontent no deposition of lipoida will oeeur, eYen 
though meohanical conditions are tavora,le. (5) 
~he localization of the atheromatous patohea in 
( 
the intima is explained by the existanoe there or 
·p•rticular ciroumstances tavorable to awe_llin.g pre-
eipi tation. 'lhua the elastic atria terminalis is .the 
f:irst densely lfOTen membrane that the invading stream 
- ot plasma meets, and it serves as a tjlter. In it the 
elaatie t1br11s are separated by a moleeular change in 
1;ha. o~men,·aubstanoe. 'fhi• elowing of the imbibition 
stream allows the precipitation and abaorption of 
the lipoids. When the tissue oells and the intra-
cellular substa~ce become overloadet with lipoid 
substance, neerosis occurs. In the necrotic tissue 
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there is progressive splitting up of lipoid elements 
in particular. The cholesterin ester decomposes, the 
eholesterin is freed and orystalizes out. The tatty 
acid forms soaps, the most important of which is the 
calcium soap sinee this leads to calcification ot 
the e.theromatous tleposi t and develops the· pioture of · 
atherosclerosis. (5). 
Bel•'tipnahip of Hypertension 
The frequency-of hypertension in diabetes is comm-
--
on, 39 per eent of a series of ~500 of Kramer'• eases 
showed a blood pressure over 150 mm. of meroury. Much 
Ciscussion as to cause has been oftere4. Some have 
m.aintaine_d a common etiology ot diabetes_ and hyper-
tension is present. Others suggest that the factor 
of obe•ity-causes both hypertension and diabetes. A. 
turther suggestion is that the hypertension causes the 
diabetes. In this survey the oorr•ot causal position 
of hypertension i.n diabetes is important in evaluat-
ing the effect upon the production of arteriosclerosis. 
' ... 
.. 
The presenoe of hypertension in dia-etes may 'It• 
attributed to various factors: The pathogenesia of 
these conditions. is praotioally the same.. The fao ... 
·tors which tend to bring about an increase in bl9od 
pressure are.usually thought to include errors of diet, 
{Jnetabolic disturbances), mental unrest (prelonge4 men-
ial strain), wear and tear,·endoerine disturbanees, low 
grade infeetions and nephritic conditions.' ~he caus-
ative factors responsible for the development of diabe-
tes may be briefly enumerated as follows: neurogenic, 
embracing prolonged mental strain, constant worries and 
nervous shock, endocrine distru~anoes, hereditary in-
tluencea, raoe; acute and low grade infeotions, diet~ 
ary indiscretions, and obesity. The same conditons 
~· 
whioh have brought about hypertension, may eventually 
produce diabetes. (34) 
, 
Sohwartz insist that no direct relation exists 
between hypertension and diabetes. Ho•ever hyperten-
sion may be a indirect factor in the causation of dia-
b•tes. ·Prolonged hypertension may cause arterioscler-
osis involving the vessels of· the pancreas ant cause 
a disturbance in the internal secretion of the pancre-
as and result in diabetes. The reason that there is 
.ae aany hypertension patients among diabetics is be-
• > 
cause the disease occurs more frequently among women 
than among men and hypertension is also more common 
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in women. {74) There appears to be a period of art-
erial hypertonia for a variable length of time be-
fore the appearance of glycosuria and other clinical 
signs ot diabetes. As a gneral faet the hypertonia 
oontinues for several years after the onset of glyco-· 
suria and then decreases in proportion to the length 
of time the patient gets further aw~y from the clini-
cal onset ot the diabetes. (4.6} The role of inherited 
eonstitution has been emphasized in relation to hyper-
tension. The pred.~sposition to diabetes is also in-
he~ited as a Mendelian recessive charact•ristic and 
possibly a tendency toward vascular disease is also 
inherited in the diabetie. (65) 
Study was made of a group of patients exhibiting 
the obese-hypertensive-hyperglycemia syndrome by hsser 
and Wright. The average increase of blood pressure in 
the obese patients were 12 degrees for men and 22 degrees 
,, 
for women over a control group of non-obese patients • 
. Statistical studies appear to show a· frequent associ-
ation of obesity and diabetes or arteriosclerosis or 
beta. Some 80 to 90 per cent of diabetic patients anpear 
1'9' 09 or were over weight before the diabetes began. 
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~nis:Q.e~ 8_~ tolerance wa1s found in the obese pat-
ients. The fundamental basis for the syndrome seems 
to be obesity with its diminished sugar tolerance, and 
with the overweight condition there is an incr~ased 
blooQ. volume, cardiac output, and an elevation of 
blood pressure and finally arteriolar sclerotic changes 
which intensify the blood pressure. (53)(e'I) 
Roeenbloom feels that the hypertension in diabet ... 
ica is eecondary to other changes. lie analytze4 the 
findings of 140 cases of diabetes mellitus and in every 
orie in this series where there was present a high blood 
pressure there could be demonstrated that an existing 
nephritis, arteriosclerosis or aortitis was present. 
. . 
He conolu"4etl that a high blood pressure in cliabetes 
was due to a chronic ~ephritis, arteriosclerosis or a 
ear4iae hypertrophy and not the·cause. (67) 
Enklewitz prefers to regar4 diabetes in people 
pas.t the age of forty years as a manifestation ot 
deg9nerative heart diseese. 'l'he re•sens expressed in 
I 
supert or this suggestion are: It has never been sat-
isfactory proV'en that abnormal metaboli~ favors or . 
hasten• the produc~ion of atherosoleroais; it waa not 
proven that experimental cholesterol atherosclerosis 
'-
represents human arteriosclerosis; the rarity of young 
I 
protraetet diabetics developing coronary sclerosis; and 
the inability of the advocates of premature arterioscl-
erosis to agree among themselves as to the incidence 
of e.rterioselerosis in young patien.ts as diagnoi•ed by 
the X•ray. lurther evidenoe ia the high percentage of 
abnormal sugar tolerance curves in the age( and senile 
patients who show no other evidence of diabetes but 
rather signs or failure of ~he other organs ot the body. 
/ . 
'!'he opinion is expresse~ that both coronary thrombosis 
and diabetes in individuals oTer 1he age of 40 years· 
are manifestation's or ·degenerative heart disease. By 
so doing, the metabolic disorder is minimized and the 
condition of the vascular tree properly stressed. (l~} 
,·_.: __ 
"f 5 
'l'l• ~p~rano• or the pethol9giaal le1ion• are 
et> sr•<!.uJl and the onaet ot the •r1;er10,cle~e11s is 
I() in41141eue that the •1111P'•s or \he precesJ •f• 10 
Yery few and l"•lative1y u~µipo:riant tQDlP~•4 wiih '~• 
1er1ouan~ae et the condition. 
Pain 
, Pa~1.n 1• the mp st impor~e.nt .•tngl• ·~om ot ~..-, ... 
erioeole1os1s. Ce.r•tul ·que~tt01ting amy r•'ff!Ual a htsi-
. ory, .-.t~•• Y•,are ~tpre, · ot P•fn$ in the lowel" lega, 
- . ~ • . • .' . . - . • .. -"" . . - l 
·~'eial~y when walking and of _.uoh MY•rity to--. th• 
P•tient l:lad ~o atop ·or aii tlown until they 41aapp .. ;r•cl, 
Su•h a histo:ry et ia1•u•m11;~tu:tt elaudi~ati~n su_ss••i• a 
. ~ri~d ot l•,.rru•n~e w1 th the normal blood· 1uppl7 tp 
ta., l~gs an4, ~f nQ l•tl8er fr••~·~• 1~1oa~oe the ••"1lh• 
li•hlen~ •t « ta1rl7 eltten•1•• 0011a-..,..s1 oiroullltio,n 
'I'he looatiQn, ohu• 
. -.:.,_ 
'°'l•:r, and intesn1Jity of th•_,.in ~••o•~~\tld with the 1.,. 
ion 1e ()f utJ11Q1t igpt:r'4lnce. Th•r• uy \e l.•••_P«t1.n'han 
omit 1f0l\ld ••i;ect tr$ the e:xtent ot the loo•l Pl'Ot1••• 0r 
., - ' :-;-r. 
· 1la pat-n,may b• 11.+ out of propo:rtton,io the ••1•:rn•l 
l••ion •. In gtn-.1, it can ae·Mid 'tlhat thtt long•r th• 
,c~on, the MN oonatant and ••v1re lh• P•'-n• the 
:-
---------~ 
~"' the P~P.•1• 10 to.r as th• vi•b1lity ot th• 
limb 1 s COJlt9l'l1e4. C•t> 
Kore often than the pains of •l~udio•tion the 
~tient complains •t tatique a:ft•J! walking sllqrt 41.ft-.. 
IU1!3••· Sl:Leo~ing pains, num.bn•ss, and \>ut-ning are •l•e> 
eaplsined. of' 'by the arte:riosolerotio, par_ticularly at 
night. ( 50) 
Beui+1t1• 
·;, 
Pat,pheral neuritis ott•n ocour• •1-th advtnoed 
tl'teriosolero•is. In tact, the loss ot v11:tra~1Qn een•~ 
C)ve,r the toee· is to be expeote4. Tills ia the ••.tl:t•e" 
oh-.nge tn "1• .19ripqnl ae1ll'i ·u.• tut •4'•~·~ •• •~t""! 
•~1oeo~••o•~•· 14.__. then 1• • lo•• ~t Mf.n, tn4 ••111 
later lo•~ Qt touch, (~I). 
Hyptu••eth••:l• ie oQRUllfln in ar:tuio•ele;r&tic s&•• 
l'•ll• •1•h OI' wtiheut an open i .. 1on.. lfoao. P•t.ieta t•IJ~ 
••1 DMl' ihe ~ouoh ot th• l>•d•loih•a •a.4 the •lithte•t 
to-qoh •1th •a• •~iaiaa fi~:o 1•. •tft1JltlY P••Bf\Jl. 
oii.tll• oth•:r lwl4 ~atbtt•t• 1• t:reqvatly •••n p$., ... 
1"-ula;-17 •1•11 • toot o:t gQod octl-r with fairly •~t•nit~ 
iY• atot•~1•1ttle;r9si• bui ue111tl:lY sooc! Julntion 1n the 
,. < ~ ' • - ,.· " ,, • ~. " • • 
·~·; ( ~ COY.PLIC.A.TIONS 
An analysis of the pathological ·conditions caus-
. ing death of diabetic patients since 1930 1 showed that 
·diabetes Wps solely and directly responsible r or death 
in 6 per cent of the cases; the remainder being due 
to degenerative complications 1 coronary sc1erosis ,. 
nephritis, apoplexy, and gangrene, and in.tections' 
or the consequences of operations. ( 88) ~85) or 
the arteriosclerotic complcatiohs coronary disease 
accounted for 30 per cent, apoplexy 10 per cent, 
gangrene 8 per cent, and all other infections 12 per 
cent. ( 85) 
Coronary Disease 
The essential cardiac lesion of diabetes is cor-
onary sclerosis. Other types ot cardiac dise.se are 
· ot r~latively rare occurrence. This was recognized 
as early as 19m4 by Tyson who remarked that the 
involvement of the coronary arteries by sclerosis may 
account for the cardiac asthma and angina pectoris 
which ~re found occasionally in diabetes. (82) In 
a recent analysis Of 100 autopsies upon diabetics there 
was found an incidence of 41 per c~nt of severe c<;>r-
• 
onary disease. Above the age of 50 years the incid-
ence was 53 per cent compared with 8 per cent in an 
even larger series of non-diabetics of the same age. 
The frequency of the coronary disease ls almost as 
high in the :tamale as in the male. The incidence of 
coronary disease is higher in patients with gangrene 
than in uncomp[lcated cases. (54) 
Baab an4 Rabinowitz have found some non-diabetic 
coronary findings that may confuse the diagnosis of 
the condition and increase the statistics in favor of 
c <?ronary disease in diabetes. In all of their recent 
cases of coronary thrombosis in non-diabetics there 
was an abnormal response to the suga~ tolerance tes~~ 
The glycosuria and hyperglycemia of the acute stage 
of coronary thrombosis was not dependant on latent 
diabetes but due to a transient disturbance or the 
.vegetative centers in the brain. (60) 
Gangrene 
Gangrene signifies the death of m~croscopieally 
visual portions of the bcx:ly. It is one of the most 
serious complications of diabetes, both £rom the 
nature of the lesion itself and from the wide path 
it opens to septic in~~sion of the .body. 
Gangrene is merely a localized manifestation of 
systemic pathology caused by a generalized degeneratiQl 
of the whole vascular tree. The underlying vascular 
change affects all the vessels of the body from the 
thoracic aorta to the finest radicles but is most 
marked in the peripheral arteries especially those or 
the lower extremities. The non gangrenous parts of the'J 
vascular tree are still in a state of compensation but 
with a small margin of safety. The systemie. ;reaction 
of arteriosclerotic gangrene is considerably more 
important than the local reaction. Certain definite 
factors, extent an~ duration of the gangrene, the pres-
. ence of a systemic febrile reation. before operation, 
the site of amputation, the development of recurrent 
gangrene, and infection or slough of:i the stump mat-
erially affect the mortality rate. 
The extent of the ga;n.grene has a two fold sign-
ificance. It bears a direct relationship to the de-
. gree of vascular occlusion, and it also is an index 
of the duration of the process. Since arterioscle-
rotic gangrene is known to travel slowly, it may 
reasonable be assumed that a patient who has gangrene 
confined to one toe or several toes either has less 
vascular occlusion or a disease of shorter duration 
than a patient who has gangrene involving the whole 
foot. DEtl.ay in treatment, either due to the hesitancy 
of the patient t.o present himself to the surgebn 
for care or on the part of the surgeon in attempting 
to practioe conservatism, greatly increases the mor-
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tality rate. 
It is entirely reasonable that the exciting cause 
of the gangrene should definitely influence the morta:J..-, 
1 ty rate and spon't!&neous gangrene should carr~ a high-
er death rate_ than the traumatic variety. :Many pat-
ients whom trauma is the exciting cause have an ade-
quate peripheral circulation in spite of their dis-
ease. The trauma is accidental and extrinsic. The 
general condition, therefore, is better, and they have 
a corre11p>ndingly greater chance of survival then the 
patients whose gangrene has developed spontaneously 
as a result or the disease. (83} 
There are two clinical groups of gangrene recog-
nized: (a) That in which the condition is primarily due 
to deficient circulation; (b) that in which the con-
dition is primarily due to infection. The most dan-
gerous cases are those with deficient circulation and 
a superimposed spreading iri.tection. Althoue;ithe in-' 
faction may be the predominating factor and is the 
precipitating cause of death in many of these cases,, 
it is the fertile soil provided by diabetes and im-
perfect blood. supply which makes them so prone to 
develop blood stream infection. (49} 
The symptoms and signs of infection and gan-
grene are not marked. Even with very extensive in-
volvement very little temperature or tissue reaction 
is present. 
A variety of lesion•i rose sp~ts, scars, scarlike 
depressions, blabs, and small areas or gangrene,;may 
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be found on the extremities of diabetics. These e.re 
not necessarily new developmen~s in this disease but 
their significance has not been ·sufficiently emphasized. 
These are observed among diabetics who are past 
middle life, who have a tendency to persistent hyper-
glycemia and who clinically present evidences or im-
paired circulation in the extremities. 
41most invariably when the lesions are present, 
a history of circulatory impairment such as pain, 
coldness, cramps in the legs, and such findings as 
pallor ot the teet, ~bsence or dorsalis pedis pul-
sation atid sclerotic changes of the vessels are ob-
tained. 
The appearance of the lesions, their subsequent 
course and t}?.e presence or s-ymptoms and signs which 
·are definitely associated with circulatory distur-
bances, .all seem to favor the theory that the lesions 
are the results of pathologic chB.nges in the smaller 
vessels. 
Some of the patients who presented these lesions 
in one form or another, later developed gangrene on 
... 
a larger scale. This development, together with the 
assumptions that the lesions are evidences of arter-
ial changes, leads to th.e suggestion that they be 
looked upon as early warning signs of impending gan-
grene. {35) 
Trauma is the most important. factor in the actual 
precipitation of gangrene. Trauma need not be exten-
sive but occum in many forms. Careless paring of a 
corn or callus, injury to the toe when caring for the 
nail, failure to care for a ~mall blister, ill fitting 
shoes, all have been guilty Of production Of the le-
sion. In the majority of these cases the result would 
be of relatively little consequence if irifeotion did 
not set in. It is the infection secondary to some 
minor trauma which undoubtedly is the deciding fac-
tor as to whether gangrene shall or shall not develop. 
Trauma due to chemicals is of importance. F'requently 
a minor injury over zealously treated with strong 
tincture of iodine becomes a process or great impor-
tance. ( 49) 
Differences of opinion are expressed concerning 
the influences of climate. Exceedingly cold weather 
seems to put added insult on the already defficient 
circulation and predisposes to the gangrenous lesion. 
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Vasodilation of the smaller vessels of the lower ex-
tremities occurs when the body and upper limbs are 
warm and in the normal individual vasoconstriction 
when the body is cold. Every effort should be made to 
keep the collateral paths dilated in the arterios-
clerotic. It is not c:nly important to keep the limbs 
warm but the whole body should / be protected. ( 55) · 
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S6x is probably an important factor in the etio-
logy of gangrene only as men are more exposed to trauma 
than are women. The average age or onset of gangrene · 
is 64 years. The incidence as to decade is as follows:(49) 
40 to 50 years 3.8 per·cent 
51 to 60 years 25.4 per cent 
61 to 70 years 55.7 per cent 
71 to 80 years 15.2 per cent 
All cases of gangrene in diabetic patients, ex-
cept some of embolic or infectious origin depend 
primarily on arteriosclerosis. The vascular process 
precipitating gangrene is nearly alwayf preceded by 
a gradual narrowing or the lumen of the vess.els by the 
arteriosclerotic process predominantly involving the 
int!ma. The reaction of the extremity to such arter-
ial occlusion is: (l) The formation or extensive 
collateral circulation in an attempt to reestablish 
T 
circulation to the ·part, in many cases utilizing 
the portions of the longer vessels which are below 
but not completely occluded by the thrombus •. The 
gradual development of this occlu41ng process allows 
the collateral vessels to become fairly well opened 
before the extremity is forced to depend entirely 
Bi 
upon them for this blood supply. This period of 
reorganiz.ation is frequently suggested in the patient's 
hbstory by cramps in the legs on.walking, running or 
climbing stairs which disappear after rest. (2) The 
onset of gangrene; if the occlusion has been more 
or less sudden or so high that too much blood supply 
is ahut off at one time gangrene of one or more toes 
will develop. It is in such a foot where the collat-
eral circulation has not developed that clinically 
a definite level of sudden temperature, and usually 
color change, can be demonstrated .. 
I:f' the patient 1s extremity has developed a fairly 
adequate collateral circulation it is able to carry 
on with a narrow w~rgin of safety for years. If, 
however, a minor injury occurs, or a break in the 
skin becomes infected, thrombosis or the small but 
important vessels may result and gangrene appear. 
Locar resistance, diminished by a scant blood supply 
and diabetes, is insufficient to localize the process, 
especially it the offending organism is a strepoc-
occus, and lymphangitis, phlebitis, or even sept~ 
icemia may result. (49) 
Cardiac Collapse 
In the presence of sclerosis of the coronary 
arteries the available supply of carbohydrates, as 
of other substances, to the myocardium may be reduced 
to an inadequate level because Of insufficiency Of 
the coronary circulation. This result is even more 
apparent when deficiency of the coronary circulation 
is associated with a disturbance in metabolism affect-
ing the utilization of carbohydrates, as in diabe'tes 
mellitus. Hypoglycemia occasionally results.from 
the use of insulin even though caution is exercised 
regarding· the dosage. In individuals with a damaged 
myocardium, during periods of hypoglycemia, various 
disturbances in the cardiac mechanism, such as pre-
~ 
mature contractions, auricular fibrillation, dropped 
beats, bundle branch block and pulsus alternans 
occur. 
The deleterious action of insulin on the heart 
is probably not due to a direct toxic action on the 
myocardium but is probably related to the supply of 
carbohydrate that is readily available to this organ. 
(~' The function of insulin ls its ability to cause the 
storage of carbohydrate in the tissues.of the organ-
ism. It may be supposed that the damaged myocardium 
stores dextrose only with difficulty, then the lower-
ing of the bloc:>d sugar by insulin will decrease or 
remove the heart's source of dextrose supply without 
at the same ·time stocking up the myocardium· with its 
carbohydrate needs for the inter:itm. Insulin is·not 
1il itself harmful to the elderly diabetic patient 
with cardiovascular disease but in the patients 
receiving insulin, the carbohydrate supply to the 
damaged myocardium is of the greatest importance. 
( 78) ( 42) 
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PROGNOSIS 
.. 
Physican1 o•n not oonquer olt 11ge but they o~n 
oru1:que~ premature 014 age and 'h• ~QUM• which ut•r-
101e,lero11a prodmutl is pr•vent~ble. The diab~tic pat• 
ieut Olln b• pro1ectod trofll $$ngrene as he formerly was. 
ot ooJM. Th• diets 11.r• gradually approaching the nor-
-.1. while diabetic symptoms are held in abeye,nce by 
1naQi1n an4 exercise to the d&ab•'ioe ah~uld 11~• abQU~ 
as long •• the e.ver11se $ndiv1dual. While 1 t is y~rt toa 
aoon to sa.1, never-the-lesa -.be hope 1• Ju•tifiab:le ~bat 
to4a7 the only di2'betio to develop premature &rterio• 
solero•1• may be the nogleoted d:le.be~i\• Arteriotol~ 
••o•1• ls. eq preval~nt th.at it may bl• oona14ared. almost 
• phyaiological aocompantn\ent of 014 age. The. ab11olute 
preyention of ar,erioaoleroeis in diabetic patients ia 
an ideal that will pJ!'obably neTe,r be atta.in.ed; the pte-
. . 
'fenti-on of _premature arteJ:iQecletosisia att•in$b;l.e. 
BC 
The di.Abetio has not only more than his snare of arter1o• 
sol~rosia. but it_falla to his lot un or tlrelv& y•ars 
.. \ i . - ' 
••rl1er th•• to the non•di~b•tio. fhis prem~ture trt-
•:rioscl~rosis ll'lat b4l prevca.nte_d. ($1) (85) 
~· e>t 'Ul• most eo:nat,ant charact•riatioa of tlle 
high o•irbohycll:ate diet is an imrned'iat- e.nd suatainet\ 
d.torea•e ot plaqe cholesterol. Since Rabinowitoh he,a 
e~own that hyperohe.l~•~•relemia 1• •n .intime:tte oa...-1 
faotpr in th• produation ot arterioaolero1ia e regime 
"hat controls the di abe't•• and m.aintains a high .-rbc• 
hyt!;rate!"'low calQrie die1 mhould gr•atly decreaee the 1n-
oidenoe of oar4iov&$eular diaeaae in the young diabetics, 
This type or diet seems not to ~ave any bad effects. 
Joslin observes .that "41abetic childr41n are preeoaious 
in heighi, weight a.na mentality; the ottepring of dia-
betio moth•ra tend to be large; o~r car~1ac spe,ialieta 
g1Te gluco1e ter •ngina peotor1$, our sqrgttone depend. 
upon glucc::iae; when the blood auga~ is low, diabetic& 
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·-.a. this t.Pllliea to-. diabetics ~o; are men1ially slugg-
• ~ < -· -~ t 
i•h and 1a1n1;. ~ blood sugar IllClY riae norm"lly ~fter 
.. 1. 'to an extent we should term a diabetiQ blool augu 
it taken before a meal. I wonder it a little hyper-:-
glyeemia now and then may not be a good thing•" (62,)(32) 
Th• outlook is always bad in oases of arter1o .. oler-
ot1o gangrene or the diabetic t)"pe. 
~·nt• are ~dvanaed 1n years. 'I'he arterioaolerotio prooeas 
1e intense. The vitality seems to b~ <l1Dlin1ehe4., · both .. 
by virtue ot ~he condit'-8 or the Tesaela, as well ~e by 
11h• general ayetem.10 condit1c:>n of the patie~t. In spite 
of' the beat conoervative treo~t1nt, tailurt to h•el even 
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a aniall ulcer 1• aonunon. and extensive eubf:lout• phlogmctt• 
oua torlllft.tiQt1 is to be expeGted in many ot the aa~es. 
ETen when a line of demarcation h•• thtveloped~ the apon-
1aneous sequeatration ot the part and spontan•pus healing 
ia only to be regarded. with a degree of hope in those 
oa.aea where but a small par1 11 involved, auoh aa e toe 
er a part or a. toe. (12) 
, 
PROPHYLAXIS 
Those diabetics past fifty years of age especi-
ally those with arterioselerosis, will do well to el-
evate the feet while sitting. Legs should not be 
crossed for Jong at a time. Circular p,arters which 
compress the blood vessels to the legs should not be 
worn. Frequent shifting of the position of the legs 
will he~p promote circulation. Some daily form of ex-
exereise is desirable. Walking is the best form of 
exercise for the adult. Swimming, golf and riding may 
be indulged in. (?2) 
The position of the resting limb in all forms of 
obstructive arterial disease is of importance. Tuen 
the foot is in the horizontal plane it will be noted 
in arterial disease that there is a marked variation 
from the normal color. Any color disturbances seen 
must be interpreted es attesting a circulatory insuff-
iciency in this position. Such limbs are not to be 
allowed to stay, during their period of rest, in the 
horizontal·position, but somewhat depressed just en-
ough to bring about color evidences of circulatory 
activity. The angle at which the normal color returns 
is determined by trial and is to be the position of 
~ even while sleeping. Ischernia. is a.most as harm-
9o 
tul as is continued stasis caused by prolonged standing 
or walking. A po'si tion of elevation universally regard-
ed as harmless must be avoided because of its deplet-
ing effect. (12) 
A list of rules that must be earefully observed 
to mininize the cha.nee of developing trophic disturb-
ances and gangrene are of practical importance. First, 
walking for great distances should be avoided, parti-
cularly if there 1 s a hi s.tory of intermittent ele.udic-
ation, eo1d extremities, previous attacks of gangrene, 
or trophic disorders, together with the objective find-
ings by the physician pointing to impairea circulation, 
aueh as ischetnia, pulseless vessles, or erythromelia. 
Second, exposure to cold with possi blo frost bite. is 
dangerous; even moderate degrees of cold are poorly 
bo:rne. Third the wearing of' tight shoes should be 
carefully shunned. Whenever possible, a sojourn in a 
warm climate will be found beneficial. Fourth, all 
manipulations, such as cutting corns, callouses. in-
grown toenails, bunions, should be left to a physican 
o:r surgeon, for the beginning of trouble is 'often trace-
able to the manipulations of a '!Jedicure. Fifth, the 
smallest injury should be scruapulously cared for by a 
competent sur·geon. Sixth, daily cleansing of the feet, 
1· 
1 
i. 
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with more than ordinary care, and the use of a ~terile 
dusting p~:wder should be insisted upon. Soventh, tob-
aooo and aloohol should be indulged in with great mod-
eration or not at all. (l.f) 
The vasooonstrieting action of ~king has been 
thoroughly 4emonstrated olinioally and experimentally. 
For ~his reason it is advisable to prohibit completely 
the u•e of tobacco in all torms-of peripheral arterial 
disease. Fortunately thi:s is not as g:reat a problem :tn 
diabetic e.:rtorial oc.clusion as in o.ther formQ of art-
erial disease. (70) 
' 
Proper Diet 
Thor• are tho10 who 11elieve that the high oa.rbo-
.. . .. . - ~ 
hydrate diets provent the occaurr~noe or arteriosclerosis • 
. :X1 1a gene.raily admitted that one hyndred ~· of 
o~rbohyd:rate 11 the l•ast that the diabetic pat4.ent 
eho\lld have. Bu°' the atatemont that trom 1wo hundred 
and t1tty to foU:r hundred il:'Ula ot Oflrbohydrate e t1_ay 
1• neCEUUJUY to prev•nt arter1o sclerosis h.S.$ not yet 
been proven. The p:robab:l.lity (;)f hyperglycemia and 
glyoosuria make these high carbohy4rate diete e. eouroe 
ot danger to the diabetic. Until proof is brought 
thajl high oarbohydrate diets do prevent arteriosclerosis, 
,, 
one oan s(ly th.U't the utorete amounta or oarbohydratee 
and :rat with aonstaI,J.t ocmtrol of the blood $Ugar 
o:t'fera the d.1.ahetia the best insurance against tor-
ma'\ion ot arterio•nleros:ls and dov•lopment of gang-
rene. (55) 
( 
' ' 
. . 
...... , 
The treatment of arterloacleroals is not exceed-
ing productive of r~sults because of the nature of 
the processes that are present. Tb8 lesions are.for 
the most part irreversible and any improvement is by 
producing compensatory changes rather than altering 
the pathology that is already pre~ent. So~ of the 
means of treating the disease are by using·methods ot 
enhancing t~ circulation by postural methods, appli-
cation ot suction-pressure to the extremities, dia• 
thermy1 and hot air to the af'fected parts. Dietal"J' 
treatment is an important consideration. Considerat-
ion of the proble_m of coronay sclerosis and its .treat-
ment may be of value. The management of the diabetic 
gangrenous extremities whether conservatively or by 
surgery la a related consideration. The uses of in-
sulin and pancreatic extracts have been practical lil 
the treatment· of the arter1oacleros1s. 
Methods of Enhancing the Circulation 
Certain passive exercises may be of value in 
~ucing-h}PEtremia or rubor in the affected limb and 
. therefore be ttherapeutically beneficial in increasing 
·;"t:· 
/0;~ blood supply. This therapeutic measure, if carried 
<*t daily r or a surtic.i,ently long period of time' 1• r· ; 
.,--.....· ( 
ot crea•er value in improving the oiroulatory condi-
t101'18 and in increasing \he blood supply than any ot-
·her meehanieal or 11hermar means available. 
The procedure ip as follows s 'l'he affected li:mb 
is elevated w111h the patient 171ng in bed, to form 
60 to 90 degrees above the h$rizon,al, being a11owed 
to rest upon a support rer troa ao aeconda to 3 min-
. utes, the period of 111.me being the minimum amount of 
111me necessary to produce blanching or iachemia. As 
soon as-blanching is established, the patient allows 
the toot to hang down over the edge ot th& bed for fr<>m 
2 to 5 minutes, until reactionary hyperemia or rubor 
sets in, the total period or time being about a minute 
longer than that necessary to establiah a good red. 
color. '11be ll•b is then placed in the horizontal 
poaition for about 3 110 5 minutes, during which time 
an electric heating pad or a ho\ water bag 18 applied, 
care b•ina t~en 'o prevent th• occurrence of a burn. 
The placing or th~ limb in \hese three suooesaive 
positions constitutes a cycle, \he duration of which 
is usually feom 6 to 10 minutes. These CJ'Cl•s are 
· repeated over a period of one hour, some 6 to 7 cycles 
constituting a seance. 
The number of seanoea cannot be categorically 
stated but should vary with the oase. In a general 
wa7 the7 should ooour7 at least 6 to 7 hours a . .A:ay, 
that is, every alternate hour during the da7time. 
During the hours of rest, heat is applied continuously 
in the form. of an electric pad, hot water bag, hot air 
apparatus, or electric lamp. 
The length of time of its application may require 
modification according to the manner in which the pro-
cedure is borne. In some cases pain induced b'y elev-
ation may neoessitate a diminution in the period or 
elevation. It is not possible to lay down hard and 
fast rules as to the exact application of this method 
in any given case. Its employment should be varied 
according to the requirement of each and every clin-
ical stage and the patient ta response. '.l.'he most rel-
iable immediate measure of the efficiency of the methal 
1~ the change in color in the leg, the disappearance 
of trophic disorders, and the subjective state of 1ihe 
patient. All these should govern the treatment qual-
i tat 1 ve ly. ( 10 ) 
Suction and pressure therapy has been used in the 
treatment of patients with peripheral vascular disease. 
The treatment oan be instituted in hospital or out-
patients presenting the symptoms and signs of arter-
ial ooc luslon. During the treattrient the patients sit 
or recline in bed. The affected extremity is inserted 
S5 
into an, aluminium chamber and lays in the horizontal 
plane upon a pillow in the bottom of the chamber. Th• 
thigh, proveoted when neoeasary by a layer of gauze . 
bandage, is encircled at a point approximately six in-
ches above the knee by a rubber cuff with two leaves, 
one sealing during pressure, the other sealing during 
suction. A layer of adhesive tape is applied to each 
cuff to keep the rubber in close contact with the slciri. 
Suction amounting to between 80: and 120 mg. of mer-
cury is applied fpr 25 seconds alternating witb posit-
ive pressure of 40 to 80 mn. of mercury for 5 seconds. 
In general when rest pain is severe or when.ul-
cera have not 7et );)egun to heal, the.~fected extrem-
ities are exposed to suction and pressure for one 'o 
'wo hotirs twice daily. After rea\ pain d1~iniahes some-
what and after ulcers have began to heal,, the duration 
of treatment !• reduced to one or ~wo hou~ ai; first 
once dail~ and then three times weekl~ and finally 
to one or two hours once weekly~ Out pa'liients with 
relatively mild symptoms may be treated for periods or 
one or two hours three times a week o~ leas. 
The results or the treatment show that CJllOBis 
la usually diminished; SJ111pt0matic imp~ovement ls some-
times observed, however, without significant ohange 
in skin color. The rest pain of iachemia is usually 
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abolished during actual use of suction and pressure 
and gradually becomes less severe in the intervals 
between exposure to the pressure variations. Uloers, 
enlarging or indolent under ordinary conservative treat-
ment, usually begin to heal soori after suction and press-
ure therapy is instituised. · Iniiermittent elaud1cation 
becomes in general milder and exereiae \olerance . is 
definitely increased. 
Suction and pressure therapy appears to be· a·wor'~ 
while addition to the other conservative methods of 
treating peripheral vascular disease. Good results 
can be ob,ained even when organic obstruction has ad-
vanced to the stage in which arterial blood flow can 
no longer be increased by measures depending on vas-
od1lation. 
The poorest results in the arteriosclerotic groups 
are those suffering from the diabetic type. In the ser-
ies, howeyer, 40 per cent show • goocf results, including 
obli'8rat1on of rest Pl!-in, distinct lessening or olau-
dieation and the complete healing of indolent ulcers; 
20 per o&nt show "ralr" results, 1nd1eat1ng almost, 
bUt not quite 1 relief of rest pain and healing or the 
lesions; and 40 per cent are •poor• results which is 
relief of symptoms immediately during the treatment 
but not be~ween treatments. (37) 
The diathermie treatment may be tr1dd in the dia-
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'betie ar'8r1oaclerot1c ca.sea 1 if throm~opblei51t1s, ex-
. 
'9nsive gangrene, ph1egmon, ulcer, and infection are 
not present. It is, therefore, limited in its useful-
ness to those early cases in which symptoms of inter-
mittent claudication are present.together with threat-
ened trophic disorders and gangrene, without ac•ual 
gangrene or ulceration. 
A method of employing this type of treatment ia 
to seat the patient on a chair with each foot in a 
basin of warm salt water. Baeh basin is connected wi\h 
one of '11• poles of the diathermic apparatus. '.Chia can 
be done simply by puting an electric plate electrode 
with connective wire into the water. The eurrent is 
'hen turned on and inc:reased according to tbe sensa-
. 
tion of the patient, usually to abou\ 700 M. A. The· 
· duration or treatment is from 25 to 30 minutes. The 
frequency 4epends upon the reaction. 
The patient will reel the develop:ment'or \he heat 
in the region ot the ankle, where the effects of warm.~ 
oan be demonatrated b'J the touch. Subjectively, there 
is in addition to the feeling of beat,- a dull ache 
whieh abould not be allowed to become marked. Pain 
la • sign rfFrt diminishing the strength ot the current. 
{ 12) 
Hot air treatment may be used on the extremities 
and must q1t very oaref'ully applied, and should exclude 
the part affected by tropbJ,c disturbances or gangrene. 
The temperature should be graduall7 elevated, being 
no higher than 125 degrees to 150 degrees F. at the 
beginning of treatment, and raised no higher than 220 
degrees. Seances of 15 to 45 minutes, 3 to 6 times 
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a day have given good resulte; Great care mu.st be ex• 
ercised in the use of hot air to avoid burning the pa•-
ient, since dire results may follow such· additional 
1nsul t to the already damaged par\. 
The application of heat by means of ~pecial lamps 
will find use where a hot air apparatus ia not abtain-
able. So also an electric thermopbore 1• a valuable 
aid to other methods of treatment,: and should be wrap-
ped around the thigh and leg over a flannel band.age, 
-
the temperature being controlled by a thermometer. 
I' has been found advisable to· alternate the 
postural treatment with hot air application, so that 
varying amounts of each tJPe will be received by \he 
patient each day •. The reactionary ci:rculation induoed 
by the beat 1• not sufficiently intensive or lasting 
to be ~ appreciable service when one or two short 
Ga.ll7 .applications are given alone. - (12) 
l.OO 
Treatment by Diet 
One very important factor in any consideration ot 
ar\eriosolerosls in diabetes is the ohange that diet-
ary treatment bas undergone since the introduction of 
insulin. · ·The foundation r or clinically demonstrable 
arteriosclerosis is laid months or years before it be-
c.omes manifest. The· sclerotis diabetics of today are 
reaping· the harvest sown long before· by inadequate 
treatment or neglect of the diabetic condition. 
Joslin summarized the stages or treatment through 
which his patients have passed. The average daily 
diet was: 
·In 1915-1916: Carbohydrate 26 grams; Protein 60 
grams J Fat· 82 grams. 
In 1916: Oarbobydrate 43 grams; Protein 60 grams; 
Fat 88 grams. 
In 1916-1917: Carbohydrate 43 grama; Protein 60 
grams; Fat 90 grams. 
,, In 1923t Carboh7drate '71 grams; Protein 58 grams; 
Fat 123 grams; with 13 units ot insulin. 
In 1927: Carboh7drate96 grams; Protein 60 grams; . 
Fat 13 grams; with 21 units of insulin. 
In 1930: Carbohydrate 125 grams; Protein 63 grams; 
Fat 92 grams; with 23 units or insulin. 
In 193'7 s Carboh)'drate 160 grams; Protein 80 grams; 
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P 9 t 99 grams; with 18 uni ~s of protamine insulin. 
In 193Bs Adultss CarbohJdrate .147 grams; Protein 
69 grams; Fat 87 grams; with 38 units of protamine in-
sulin. 
In 1938: Children; Carbohydrate 199 grams; Protein 
83 grams; Fat 9& grams; with variable amounts of pro-
'ialline insulin. 
In otherv.words, 'the patients are steadily approaee -
ing a balanced normal diet. With «tach progressive step, 
some of the abnormal factors that may tend to produce 
arteriosclerosis are being reduced. (33) 
Gray and Sansum have suggested the use ot avel"tlge 
diets containing 300 to 400 grams of carboh1drate or 
a ratio of 3sl to 4sl of carbohydrate over the fat. 
Under this type of diet regin1e a.11· the patients repor'-
ed a sense of increased well being and physical fitness. 
The writers feel this tin>• of diet will materially 
decrease the incidence of arteriosclerosis a$ the 
amounii of insulin required w111 t;radually be dee reased 
to the improvement of the patient's condition, but 
no statistical proof is available as, yet. (21) 
Sansum has also used a diet in the treatment of 
high blood pressure that consists of alkaline-ash 
foods and one which is· also low in protein and rat. 
This diet consists essentially Of fruit, vegetables, 
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and milk. Milk and 1\8 products adequately replace 
meat,. but patients miss the cereal products. ·Flour 
made up of lima beans have somewhat satisfactory re• 
placed cereal flour in cereals and breads. On this 
type of diet the blood vessel complications of diabetes 
improve to •he same degree as they apparently do in 
patients with high blood pressure not complicated with 
diabetes. In cases of gangrene· of tbe toes with thia 
type of treatment the leg is frequently saved by amput-
I 
ating one or more toes rather than having to resort 
to leg amputation. (73) 
Coronary Disease 
The signs and symptoms of coronary disease are 
no different in diabetes than in others. ~be usual 
cardiac druga have proved to be or limited value in the 
treatment of ooronary heart disease in this instance. 
Dru.gs with vasodilator fhtion, such as nitroglycerin, 
have been used, but moat patients place more reliance 
upon restriction of activity and periods of rest. 
Insulin administration in the diabetic patient 
with coronary heart disease should be accurately gauged 
on the basis of frequent blood sugar ~nd urine analy-
sis~ A. marked loss in oarboh7drate tolerance ooours 
in some cases of coronary tibrombosia, partioularily 
J 
-
if congestive failure la prea.nfiJ: Insulin therapy 1a 
ot distinct value in such cases. (66) 
Insulin Therapy 
Ordinarily in treating a diabetic he is kept 
sugar free and the blood sugar is kept in the normal 
or near normal range. In treating arterioaclerotic 
diabetics and especially is this exemplified by the 
patient with coronary disease, this theoretical. ideal 
must be radically altered. These patients have. become 
accustomed to and require a blood sugar at a higher 
level in order to function properly. It the heart 
with diseased coronary arteries' ls subjeoted to an 
artU'ioial lowering ot the blood. sugar it may respond 
with angina or signa of BtfOCa~d.ial weakness. Cor-
onary thrombosis has been reported in a number ot 1n-
atances. 1mmed1ate ly following an insulin injection 
suggesting an etiological relationship. The blood 
sugar level should be maintained at that level at 
which the patient is abl~ to function beat •. (69) 
'l'b.e adverse results ot the insulin tb41rapy are, 
a tall ot blood pressure, the heart rate tends to 
increase, extra systoles of various origins are -in-
duced, and 1n some caaea typical attacks or angina 
peotoria are alwa'J'B 1rec1p1tated. The electrocard-
iograph shows chaa.gea wh1eh are to be interpreted as 
1Ddieat1ve ot the development or intraventricular heart 
biock. Almost invariably during 1naulin administratic:n 
the patients complain ot a decreased sense of well-
being. 'fhe usual complaints were weakness, prostr-
ation, dizziness, nervousness, palpitation, preoard-
ial pain and constriction. 
In these patients the symptoma see:qi to grow worse 
as the diabetes improves. It seems probably that the 
higll blood sugar levels usually found repre1;1ent the· 
optimum value as far as the patient's cardiovascular 
state is concerned. The deleterious effects of the 
therapeutic use or insulin does not seem to depend 
so much on the ••solute sugar level attained as on the 
extent ot the c~ange lrom the accustomed to the new 
blood sugar level and on the length of time over 
which the insulin was administered. (81) 
The angina attacks probably are due to the de-
pletion of glycogen from the cardiac muscle in the 
hyopglycemio states causing a decrease in the con-
tractability of the muscle involved. lt is only the 
toxic dose of insulin which causes these symptoms ot 
hypoglycemia. Since insulin is able to deposit gly-
cogen in tissues, it can be considered aa a possible . 
therapeutic agent in angina pector1s provided the toxic 
effect of vascular spasm and depletion ot tissue gly-
cogen is strictly avoided. 
):n the consideration of the use or insulin as a 
therapeutic agent, the following principles should be 
employed to protect the patient against even the mild-
est form of hypoglycemic reaction: 
1. Diabetic Control. The caloric value or the diet 
should be equivalent to the total energy requirement 
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of the ·body allowing for muscular activity. The amount 
.of carbohydrate to be 3 grams per kilo of body weight, 
the protein l g~am per kilo of body weight and rat to 
make up the rest or the caloric requirement. 
2. Insulin. Insulin should be started in small test 
doses which ;.«ire gradually increaael up to the point' 
where sugar -entirely. disappeared from the urine or 
only appeared in traces. 
3. Further Dietatic Measures. atnce the duration 
ot the insulin effect in its depression of the blood 
sugar is in direct proportion to the dose of insulin,. 
a routine protect! ve procedure of 15 grams of readily 
absorbablf' carbohydrate is given two hours after the 
dose of insulin to prevent insulin shock. With this 
procedure, hypoglycemic attacks become an extreme 
rarity. 
By following this plan some patients have been 
entirely relieved of angina attacks, others have been 
improved and none have been made worse. Insulin 
therapy should not be discared in the diabetic with 
angina attacks when it can be used as a valuable 
therapeutic agent. (13) 
The use of protamine insulin in the treatment 
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of arteriosclerotic diabetic patients is full of 
dangers because of the increased danger or hypoglycemic 
reactions. Ir the cerebral vessels are markedly scl-
erotic there is danger of producing c~ma from deple-
tion of glucose supply to the brain producing tonic 
and clonio spasms of muscles, and pathologic neural-
ogical signs. In oas•~' ot advanced coronary sclerosis, 
thrombosis and angina attacks are precipitated by 
hypoglycemia. The use of protamine insulin should 
be restricted to those who can be kept under rather 
constant supervision and control and proper cautions 
made to prevent hypoglycemia. (~3) 
Pancreatic Tissue Extract 
Insulin free pancreatic extract· has been used in 
cardiovascular arteriosclerosis manifested by angina 
pectoris or precordial pain and intermittent claud-
lcation in peripheral vascular diseases. Before 
treatment the average blood cholesterol level was 
275 mg. per· 100 cc. An average dose of 5 oc. was 
' 
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used and within an_hour follo•ing injection there was 
a lo1f'8r1ng of plasma cholesterol of 40 mg. per lOOcc. 
and it did not return to the former level for about · 
twenty-four hours. Some clinical improvement accom-
panied the lowered c:P.olesterol level~ The blood sugar 
level remained unaffected. F'or sustained effect and 
progressive drop in plasma. cholesterol~ Patients requtre 
doses at frequent intervals. When treatment is inter-
rupted or dosage is inadequate, the plasma cholesterol 
rises and there is an exacerbation of symptoms, pre-
cordial pain and intermittent·claudication. This type 
of treatment is in the experimental stages and is not 
. in wide use and final results after sustained use are 
not available. (71) 
Treatment of Gangrene 
It is important to differentiate between ulcera 
and infections of the lower extremities and gang-
rene of that region because the diagnosis of gangrene 
leads to amputation of many feet that could other-
wise be saved. The majority of the patient• with 
osteom7elitis and infection or the smal.l parts may 
be discharged after comparatively minor operations. 
U there is limited gangrene withOu.t infection, 
prom.pt operation is not imperative but if there is 
present severe infection with loss of circulation 
~-< . 
haste is imperative and a thigh amputation done early 
ottera, the only hope of a successful result. ( 14) 
· The 1nd1cat1ona tor non-operative treatment of · 
conditions due to deficient circulation ares (1) A 
superficial ulceration of gangrenous patch on the 
toot or lower leg with palpable pulsation in the 
Q.orsalis pedis artery, (2) a superficial lesion as 
above without palpable p~ls~tion in the dorsalis pedis 
providing infection ls slight, pain ia not severe and 
the foot is warm and its color compares favorably 
with the other root on elevation and depression, thus 
indicating the exi.stance of an adequate collateral 
circulation; (3) •,demarcated and apparently super-
ficial area of gangrene near the tip of a toe with 
above conditions fulfilled, when time is no factor 
and when amputation of the toe might precipitate high-
er amputation; (4) failure to obtain first intention 
healing following any operation on a lower extrem-
ity provided spreading 1nteot1on is absent<; (49) 
The object of local treatment of gangrene~in 
diabetics is to prevent as far as poas~ible, the deve 1-
opment ot secondary infection in the gangrenous area 
with its ultimate extension into the adjacent tissues. 
Cleanliness is of prime importance. Dressings should 
all be made pre,serving su~gical asepsis. If there 
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are any purlent secretions wet mild antiseptic sol-
utions, warm boric acid dressings, may be used. When 
the tissues appear relatively clean, a dry dressing or 
boric acid ointment may be applied. (70) Conserva-
tive treatment should also empl9Y rest and warmth, 
with strict control or the diabetic condition through 
diet and insulin. Passive daily exercise as previous:q 
pointed out develop a remar~able compensatory coll-
ateral circulation which allows the healing and growth 
of granulation tissue in the lesion. ((7) 
Indications for amputation will depend upon 
whether conservative measures are successful or not, 
upon the general condition of the patient and on the 
severity of the symptoms. It will furthermore, be 
influenced by the rapidity with which the gangrene 
extends, and by the presence of a very extensive phle-
gmom that does not become arrested by conservative 
incision. 
There is no unanimity of opinion regarding just 
where and when to amputate in cases of this sort. In 
general when conservative treatment has failed, which 
includes methods of enhancing circulation, conserv-
ative incisions, dressings, and amputation of small 
extremities, when gangrene shows evidence of progres-
sion, when no line of demarcation forms, and the suppur-
---------~---- ------- -~-- -----
ative process threatens the patient, then amputation 
above the knee preferably at the lower third or middle 
of the femur is to be performed. The results of ampu-
tation through the thigh are fairly good in arterio-
" sclerotic gangrene. Any ablation below the knee is 
so dubious in its outcome as far as ultimate heal-
ing is concerned, that nothing but the high gives a 
good chance of non extension. (12) 
There are some arguments against amputation a-
bove the knee. In all amputations the mortality rises 
in direct proportion to the nearness of the point of 
amputation to the trunk, and it is seldom possible 
to fit an artificial limb satisfactorily above the 
knee. A pressure bearing stump can be obtained with 
but little difficulty but leverage to manipulate the 
leg is lacking. This is a point which cannot be over-
looked. Usefulness after amputation is almost as 
an important consideration as is merely saving life. 
(45) (70) 
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In deciding upon the type of operation to per-
form, it is very important that the patient b! con-
sidered as a whole with special emphasis on the con-
dition of the well foot. Given a choice, as far as 
circulation is concerned, between a lower leg, e. 
Gr1tt1-Stokes or a thigh amputation, the surgeon should 
r 
select the one best suited to the immediate as. well 
. 11 
- 1 
aa the subsequent needs of the patient. Several points 
of importance in this connection are: 
l. A thigh amputation is the simplest and sareat 
operation. 
2. The most serviceable stump is that following a· 
Gritti-Stoke~ amputation. 
3. The most natural gait after any amputation is 
obtained after a lower leg amputation. 
4. Amputation through the lower leg is a safe 
and sound procedure if the circulatory condition of 
the leg has been carefully studied and found to be 
satisfactory. (49) 
Sodium Chloride Therapy 
Sandatead·has prescribed oral administration ot 
sodium chloride to diabetic.a with neuritis, 3 or his 
13 cases having severe arteriosoleroala. The pat-
ients received sodium chloride (14 to 42 grams daily) 
over interrupted period.a of 20 days to 6 months. All 
obtained relief or neuritic pain and definite improve-
ment· in circulation as shown by color changes and 
temperature increases in the feet and by the hist-
amine test. In one patient there was satisfactory 
healing of an indolent 1aebem1o ulcer of the root 
while under the salt therapy. 
No explanation for the action of the sodium 
chloride in producing the circulatory changes observ-
ed seema to be present. Studies of blood chloride, 
calcium, and cholesterol showed no changes. Urinary 
chloride output increased only in proportion to the 
. amount given. ( '72) 
It has been discovered by McQuarrie that inges-
tion of high amounts of sodium chloride per day, 60 
grams or more, caused an increase in the systolic 
blood pressure of some 30 to 40 degrees and a marked 
decrease in the amount of glucosuria or diabetics. 
Discontinuance of the added sodium· chloride caused a 
reversal of the picture. Potassium chlorid.a was 
found to have opposite effects to that of sodium 
chloride. No clinical application of this therapeutic 
means to reduce the incidence· of_ arteriosclerotic 
hypertension has been made. (50) 
Evaluation of Therapy 
There are limits to what any type of therapy or 
combinations can do. When occlusion occurs, colla-
teral circulation develops quickly for about a year 
and continues. to do so at a slower rate for at least 
two or three years longer. After this first period 
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the circulation remains at a remarkably stationary 
level for an indefinite number of years, during which 
the collateral circulation is maintained. In pa~1enta 
with arteriosclerosis there tollowa a third period, 
in which the collateral circulation itself becomes 
involved in the arterioaclerotic process, and a 
progressive diminution of circulation results. In 
the first period, theatment may accelerate the devel-
opment of the collateral circulation, but 1 t will 
develop without it. It is obvious that one mu.st know 
to what stage the disease procese baa developed in or-
der to evaluate therapy properly. (7'7) 
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81....-. "1l:e a4Teµt of insulin ~he~apy ~t di~betea 
melli tua the 11v•s of the aftee.~•« 1ncU:t14uali h•ve 
. ' . . 
••l•i'osi11 h•• oocsurr•d in th••• patient•· nt• oon• 
41 tton pr•di•»o••• the 41•b9tic to a term1n~:t1on by 
one of the oardiov•eoular oompliaatione, OQron~ry dis-
ease, "popleX,, or gangrene • 
. 
.. Many assooiated etiological factors at"e oonneeted 
· w~ th 'he p:-ooess, obe11 ty, hypertena~an, race, etc. 
'but the underl:r1ng c•use appears 'to be a faul'y tat 
meiebol.1am 1n the diabetic. There e.ppJ•r• 10 be an 
alttrd cbol••terol ~ohen1am 1n ~h••• pati•n'la wt•h 
an inereaa• of th1• aubstanoe in the blood pla811la emc 
a t\fi1po11 tton r:rt 1 t into the ·u.ssuea of ~he periphe~l 
-.rteriee. 
•nner ot the 4epoa1t1on ie the 1mb1bition theory or 
Atehott • .. 'l'~e. blood plaema o•n1.es an tnoreaeed. cone-
. . . . . . ~. . . .· ~· . ' . 
enti:•tt.o~ ot •h~leaterol1 and th~• su'betanoe ~ntil'tr•ttfl 
tprou8ll tbt ~n\ilml ot the veaula o&u.aing a loo••nlng-
ot the poun4 aub~~t• and <Jepoa~--· &_. the •'rl• '•r• 
- ·' , .... 
ain•l1• ottt•ing lh• torma.tlon or atheT.-.tou• plaqu•• 
. -- . : . - -,, ; ' - . ' 
Which IJ'ltt8tly·1noi-eaeea the tb1oknel8 _Of the int1Ml 
' 
4Y:Q •nu:o••bing U!)On the _ lum•n pt the •••••l and 
.. 
I 
--. 
preqn• in \lie ,,.,.e•i well • tt ... ue rsap6n•e set• 
• .. • •, ~-- • • • ' • I ~ 
li:t. Whi•h dtvelops into aoleroaiA t'fld •ssociate.S ••l-
lifi.•ti~n 9t the v••••l we.11. ~· p~ooess ln the 
periphe:ral .•r1•1u d1t:re1• from the arterioacl~u·oais 
ot 1en41leaoenee ln which the pethologi()_al prooe•us .1• 
•i"111;e~ed in the mec1t•+ leye:r of the veeael nl:t, 
an4 1ih• lumen $• n~t primaiitly ette•ttct. In ~he cor .. 
OU:r'Y ~r1ier~•• the patholog1o•l p~oo••s i• iden·ucal 
1n bpth c\ia~tio and MD1l• utor~o~_Qle:ro•i•• 
. ; - - - . ,- " . 
!he prj••nc• Qt this ao~41tiOn m~y be 4et•1"111ne4 
\y p~lpetioa ot \he three periph~r•l al't•ri•• ot 'h• 
l•••r exveattioa, dorea.lis pe4ia, pe»at1r1or 'ibi&l, 
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•'14 pop11teal. The a'baence ~t the x>uleation_ot the .. 
'f••••ll is indie~·tiv• ot their in•clYemtai by -t;he obli'· 
·~•ting Pto••••·· .011.••netion ot the •Pt"'~•• ~t th• 
~-t~o1t7 au th• 4•t•""1nat1.oa ot ,a urked. oh,ns• in 
,.··' 
\h .. temperat~• ot 'th• le.vela ot the t•tt>•i ti•• al.so 
1& tncUci tatiye ot v•asel in•olTeaent. ht-l\'8~Jio._ 
.logic11,l pl•t•• ot the ••t:rentitit:te ant h;art hev• tome 
v•lu• in 4tt~1DJ,in1ng the 41&8®•1• ot •J.'teri•l 1nvol-
vemen t by 4ttJROnatrat1ng-oalc1um 1n the t•ssel walls, 
Symptoms are ra.the:r l;'Ve 1n thi• dia••••• 
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Tb• pro,phyle.tic tr•a tmf;tnt of diabet.io a~te~io­
scleroaia ha~ been to m.odify the patietlia diet ao 
that he is now receiving a moderete average diet 
with normal aGrbohydrate and tat intake and oontroll-
ing the diabotic symptoms with th• use of a4aq-qa'le 
doees of regular end prote.mine insulin. No epeoial 
limitations ot rood sub.at&nces are 1n.e1sted upon but 
avoidance of rate high in cholesterol .Yalue 18 prao• 
tic ed. 
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The treatment of sol9rosis onoe present can n,ot 
uter the lesion• but will aasist in the formlltion of 
collateral. cireulatton 1n the extrem1 ties. One ot the 
easiest and simplest m•tho4e is by the use of Buerg•r'e 
. exercises, alternating elevation a.n4 de!"reasion of the 
extremiti•• ilo 1norease the o1raula"t1on. supplenutnted 
by the use ot local heat by •01'1• metho4. Tb.ere are 
no clrugs that have much value in thie condition exoept 
insulin and i.t is ueed tor i ta bttnetioial effect 1n -
/ 
the diabetae e.nd not for the arterioaelerosis. 
When aom.e of the coiaplioationa arise they are 
treated depen41ng upon the sariouamuse ot the cond-
1 tion. ExtenaJ, ve gangrene ia oar·ed ror by amputat-
ion while a localized l«tsion may be treated oonser .... 
V1!ftlvely. Coronary involvemt:tnt is handled in the 
-.1 men.n•r; ••re beil'l6 iu4Ht not •o pro4ll0t ••4-
1.-. .-.ook by t~• p:ro4uet1QD of k7poglyo .. 11 frta an 
ovel' Ao.•• ot 1•eulia. 
tU a1Jl or the •~a••l1' of 'tile d~alH911o pat-
!ont 1s to prevent preilfl.tu:ro _.._er11osclero1ta and to 
•tea4 ).1• lit• expeo•any 10 tha.t ot an nol'IUU per- . 
e&n.unat:teote4 by cliebet•• mellitue. 
eonctl~•iona 1 
.&tier·• ta1rly C't•ne1T• lll:tTIY ot 'the 11t4'r ... 
•\lil'• of the •llbJe-o'; '\h• clS.ntcel ~net l.aJ,tor•ltn 
f1nd1nga a..n4 theoretioal pa•'l.lla\10n• Qf t]le Y:ar-
. -·, ' ' • r -
iou•_, «u1ihor• have been co!l,td.e.re• •n« ••• 4•ftnf..'-
oon~ltis1(.)ns oono;nil\C d1•k'tla ute~1o••l•l9o•;t• may 
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be •4vanoed wttil a.letin:t.11 4ep&e ot valttity: " 
l. aie:rio•olaro.i• &J'"•r• 1l'l prtctt1.oally all 
pai1ent1 autter1.ng tro• 41•betff raell1t"a to~ more 
than t1v• Y•f1.t:•• 
2. Th1• 1ype ~f ar1er1oaclero•1• haa t predeleo~~ 
1•n t~r the per$Jh•r•l &:r't1111•• ot ~he •xtr~m111••• 
3 •. ~. '.\J'Pl4Ull pathol.Qg1ea1 PIO•••• eonaiats pf 
•~b.•raate,u• tol"Rlfl.iion 1noreaa1ng the thicm••• ot 
- .··. . ' . " . 
'tb.O 1n_t1•l layer ot th• •••••l w•li. · 
'• ft4 prineiple unte\'ly1ng e,:au11e ot tb.e to:rm.a1i~ 
t10.n 1• e ta1&lty lipid mechan$.IPI itaso,ote~t4 w1•h the 
diabetes produo~ng an pl•_. chol~•teroleaj41. · 
( '· 
llt 
!5 • ._. e\io1Qg1CJ•l f•to:rs of o~•1t1' and hyper-
t•i,t.•S.on ge~t!~lly :f'ound ill cliabotee are not tir-
eatly assoo1ate4.in the 1rod.ue'\ion. 
ts. 'l'he ao~tttli'Y or the d1••~·~ is du& to tht 
oo.,ur:r$nQe ot two main complications, c~ronary 
41.'9&.•• an(! gansr•n• oaused 'by defici«tnt ·oiroul-
&'tion from oblit•rat1on or the lum•n ot thtt art-
er1ea. 
7. An •••u·ase ctiet, oonaiating or approxil'Jlately 
100 grams ot ocn-bahy4ratJ. ade~uate protein, and 
' . ; . 
-•low tat intelat1 the aue-r l•••l ao•trol•4 by 
. insulin, 1s the Jl\Qst u~efl.ll pr~1hYl.cl,to ta~t~r 
tlftil•ltl• to dec.u:•eas• ihe 1no14ence ot •r'•rioaol .. 
eroa1e. 
'· 
a. Proper \reataf!lnt ot th• OC)Mplioat1on ot gang~ 
rene 1• by_:redicut.l surgery, lllU>U,a.t1on ot ihe .-x-
,.. ._ . , " .·-·'. , 
treaitY. being pretorme4 abo-Te the lowe•t lev•l ot 
gocd. c1;raulation. 
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